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INTRODUCTION
%A
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper, as the title suggests.
Is to consider the ideals which make the life and work of St.
Francis outstanding in the history of the Christian Church.
Since it is impossible to appreciate the full im-
port of the new spirit which he gave the monastic virtues
until one understands something of how these same virtues
functioned in the lives of men previous to his coming, an
attempt is made in Chapter I to survey the monastic movement
from its inception up to Francis' day. Obviously this must
be very brief - more in the nature of an outline, in fact -
with only passing mention of great events and still greater
personalities.
Chapter II Is devoted to a consideration of the
life of Francis preceded by a short account of the situation
which prevailed In State and Church Just previous to, and
during his day. The twelfth and thirteenth centuries were
periods of tremendous Importance historically and it would
not only be unfair but wholly impossible to consider Francis
apart from them. Perhaps in the treatment of his life more
space than is necessary is devoted to Francis' youth and
young manhood. This seems justifiable, however, for the
reason that so much which took place later on is explainable
only in the light of early influences and of the great reli-
gious experiences through which he passed at that time.
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The third and concluding chapter is an attempt to
examine the Franciscan ideal, to consider its source, its
content, and its power. Then follows a brief account of
this ideal at work in the lives of men and of some of the
changes for which it was responsible.
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CHAPTER I
MONASTICISM OP THE FIRST TWELVE CENTURIES

A, FORESHADOWINOS OF THE MONASTIC MOVEMENT
1. Pre-Christian Asceticism
"How did it begin?" is a question which the human
mind has asked of every movement in history. Brief though
this survey of monasticism is to be, it is important that we
know when this particular way of life began, also what idea
or ideal motivated its beginning.
Montalembert
,
in his "Monks of the West," says,
"When we search in the monuments
of history for the natural interpretation
and human origin of monastic vocations, we
perceive that they were born, above all, of
a conviction, often precocious, but always
profound and reasonable, of the vanity of
human things, and of the constant defeat
of virtue and truth upon the earth. "1
A further search reveals the fact that this convic-
tion had become prevelant prior to the advent of Christianity,
with the result that in almost every religious or philosophical
sect of which there is record, evidences may be found of ascet-
ic tendencies. Traces of asceticism are discernible in the
p
religions of Brahmins, Buddhists, Jews, Greeks, and Egyptians.
And in India and other parts of Asia there existed, long before
the Christian era, a highly organized monasticism.
^
The belief that the movement among Christian peoples
might be traced directly to these early manifestations was
1 Count de Montalembert, Monks of the West
.
volume I, p. 17
2 Wllllston Walker, A History of the Christian Church
, p. 136
3 Monasticism, (1) Pre-Christian Monasticism . Encyclopaedia
Brittannica, 14th Edition, Volume 15, p. £87
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long held by historians. To-day, however, the view most com-
monly accepted by scholars is "that these pre-Christian reali-
zations of the monastic idea had no influence on the rise and
development of Christian monastlcism. "1
2. Early Christian Monachlsm
Christianity had not been functioning long before
certain of its followers came to believe that its highest
values could be realized only by drawing apart from the
world in which they lived. Such passages as I John II 15-17,
"Love not the world, neither the things that are in the world.
If any man love the world, the love of the father is not in
him," when taken literally could have but one meaning. So in
the early days of the Christian Church, in the country of the
East which gave her birth, here and there converts are seen
renouncing the world, voluntarily assuming a life of poverty
and chastity and dedicating themselves as evangelists to the
spread of the G-ospel. Others, roused to a life of self-
forgetful service, cared for the sick and the needy.
In taking such a step, some were prompted by a
sincere desire to obey the commands of Jesus, to follow in
the footsteps of him "whose kingdom was not of this world."
Others had become alarmed at the prevailing evil and dis-
order of their day and sought escape from that. Two other
factors carried weight with these early precursors of the
monastic idea. One was the expectation of Jesus' return.
1 Monastlcism, (1) Pre-Christian Monastlcism . Encyclopaedia
Brittannica, 14th Edition, volume 15, p. 687
ft
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belief in which produced a feeling of unrest and insecurity
and in many cases had a direct bearing upon the choosing of
this kind of life. Still others were drawn to it because
of the impossibility of living in the world as it was then
ordered without being influenced by Satan and his host of
evil soirits. Since to remain within the world meant con-
flict with its pagan religion, the safer course was to al-
ienate oneself from it,
1
Instinctive, informal, unorgan-
ized, and sporadic, Christian monachism during the first
three centuries developed ’’with the natural growth of a
plant according to the environment in which it found itself
and the character of the individual listener who heard in
his soul the call of 'follow me’, 1,2
two figures stand out prominently in this period
as representing the two types of monachism, the eremitical
and cenobitlcal. The first is St, Anthony who in 270 be-
came an ascetic in his native village of Komo in central
Egypt, and later went into solitude, Pachomius is the
second. He founded, about 315, the first Christian mon-
astery in southern Egypt,
^
B. THE FUNDAMENTAL PURPOSE AND IDEAL OF THE MONASTIC LIFE
Every movement in order to be great must have Its
reason for being. At its heart must lie some compelling
truth, some ideal which at once Justifies the movement and
1 Gr. Roger Hudleston, Monastlclsm
. I_ Its Growth and Method .
Catholic Encyclooedia, Volume X, pp. 459-4^0”
2 Ibid.
,
p. 460
3 Williston Walker, A History of the Chrl stlan Church , p. 137
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gives to it meaning and power. Monasticlsm, called in its
earliest phases monachism, needs but to be defined in order
to disclose the ourpose which underlies it. "The act of
dwelling alone, of living in seclusion from the world" -
either definition suggests the asceticism which is its basic
idea.
Nor does this vary as the outward forms of the
movement change and it passes from East to Aest. Whenever
and wherever it is to be found and in whatever form it may
manifest itself, one thing remains certain - its fundamental
principle is the same, withdrawal from the world. But with-
drawal for what purpose? In the answer to this question
lies the ideal which has been the motivating power of Chris-
tian monastic! sm through the ages* It is that man may at-
tain the highest good* that he may "enjoy a blessedness
which eye hath not seen nor ear heard - the blessedness of
seeing Q-od and being like Him ." 1
True it is that this ideal is very different from,
and largely at variance with, that pursued by the majority
of mankind. Yet asceticism has always been and is to-day
"the struggle against worldly principles, even with such as
are merely worldly without being sinful. . The world desires
and honors wealth, so the ascetic loves and honors poverty*
I f he must have something in the nature of property then he
and hie fellows shall hold it in common. Just because the
world respects and safeguards private ownership. In like
1 Adolf Harnack, Monastlclsm
. pp. 72-73

-6 -
manner he practices fasting and virginity that thereby he
may repudiate the license of the world."
1
While neither voluntary poverty nor voluntary cel-
ibacy was looked upon as possible of fulfillment by all
Christians, nevertheless it was the common belief that spe-
cial merit would be conferred upon those who did practice
them. Confidence in this was based upon the promises in the
Scriptures made by Jesus himself to those who would make his
commandment the rule of their lives. Renunciation then, and
the taking of the vows of poverty, chastity, and obedience,
were simply the removal of those obstacles which, in the
world of things, stood in the way of man's approach to God.
Never an end in itself, asceticism was the door through
which one might pass to a full and complete realization of
holy living.
C. THE INTRODUCTION OF MONASTICISM IN THE WEST
With its introduction in the West during the fourth
century, Christian monasticism began to take visible shape.
In 340 St. Athanasius accompanied by two Egyptian monks, dis-
cioles of St. Anthony, visited Kome. This event is usually
cited as the first definite step toward the arousal of inter-
est in monasticism in the western world. Later on, the trans-
lation into Latin of the Life of St. Anthony made possible a
widespread knowledge of Egyptian monastic life. The example
here set forth was immediately copied; in fact the first Ital-
1 G. Roger Hudleston, Monasticism . I_. Its Growth and Method ,
Catholic Encyclopedia, Volume X, p. 459
I
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lan monks made it their aim to follow precisely what had
been done in Egypt,
1
Neither the natural conditions nor the civilization
of the West was favorable to this, however, and it was appar-
ent that externally at least certain adaptations would have
to be made. The answer to this problem lay in the monaster-
ies which were gradually appearing and to which large numbers
of men (and some women) were attracted. Although the ad-
vance of monasticism from East to West was somewhat tardy, by
the close of the fourth century it was firmly established
2there,
D. RELATION OF MONASTICISM TO CHURCH AND PAPACY
In the East as men left the Church to enter upon
the monastic life, they forfeited the spiritual advantages
offered by the Church through the sacrament. This loss
could be offset, they believed, by the ascetic life they
were to live and by their unceasing contemplation of things
holy. The Church supported them in this belief by placing
her seal of approval upon monasticism and admitting that in
it the highest ideal of the Christian life might be realized.
Through the ages the Eastern Church has maintained these two
ideals - ascetlsm outside the Church, and ecclesiastical wor-
ship within."^
Western monasticism was soon affected, as was west-
ern Christendom, by Augustine’s new philosophy which taught
1 G-. Roger Hudleston, Monasticism
. IV Western Monasticism .
Catholic Encyclopedia, Volume X, p. 473
2 Adolf Hamack, Monasticism
. pp. 65-66
3 Ibid., pp. 43-47
.
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that the function of the Church was two-fold - to serve God
and to serve the world. To carry out the latter meant Inev-
itably to emphasize and to elevate the visible Church. An
increasing sense of her own importance soon made possible
the belief that only within the Church could the highest
good be found. She alone was the possessor and distributor
of the divine grace of justification. As early as the fifth
century, therefore, asceticism outside of the Church was set
at naught.
1
Up to this time as in the East, the monastic move-
ment while independent of the Church had nevertheless been
endorsed by her. Here was a new problem and monasticism
had to decide between seeking an agreement with the Church
whereby it might continue alongside her (as in the East) or
else it must yield at certain points in its ideal in order to
help the Church serve the world. As a matter of fact it did
both.
Through the centuries which followed "it was always
the monks who saved the Church when sinking, emancipated her
when becoming enslaved to the world, defended her when assail-
ed. These it was that kindled hearts that were growing cold,
bridled refractory spirits, recovered for the Church alienated
nations." "Yet - and this phenomenon occurs again and again
in Western history - the more monasticism allowed itself to be
used by the Church, and the more it took part in her mission,
the more it was itself secularised, and the more it sank into
a mere institution of the Church."^
1 Adolf Hamack, Monasticism
. pp. 75-76
2 Ibid.
,
p. 65
3 Ibid., pp, 79-80
-.
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In spite of this fact, however, the contribution
of monasticism to the Church through these years is beyond
all power of calculation. The same holds true with regard
to the relation of the movement to the papacy.
"Though representing the oppo-
site extremes of abandonment of the world
and lordship over the world, the two en-
tered into the closest alliance. The
monks came to be the standing army of the
popes, and were their obedient and valor-
ous champions in the battles waged with
secular rulers."
1
Certain of the popes had received monastic train-
ing; others were monastic in their habits. Outstanding in
this number was Gregory VII who had been a monk in a Benedic-
tine convent. Since the power of the papacy was strengthened
by each new group which came into being it was but natural
that popes Showed a ready willingness to authorize and con-
2firm new Orders.
E. MILESTONES IN MONASTIC HISTORY
During the centuries following its establishment
in the West, monasticism "made history, secular and religious
alike." Hamack excepts only the papacy when he says that
it was the strongest influence in all domains of Latin Chris-
tlanity. Progress in any movement is seldom the result of
accident. Nor was it here. The great advance made by monas-
ticism between the sixth and the tenth centuries may be traced
almost entirely to the work of one man - St. Benedict of Nursla.
1 David S. Schaff, A History of the Christian Church . Volume V,
Part I, pp. 325-326
2 Ibid., pp. 326-327
3 Adolf Hamack, Monasticism . p. 64
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1. St. Benedict
To monasticism Benedict gave the new impulse it
required in order to stabilize itself, to concentrate and
discipline its many scattered, irregular, and intermittent
forces. Through his famous Rule he reduced various exist-
ing forms to a single one and effected a permanently working
adaptation of the monastic ideal and life to the conditions
of Western races. Of first importance in the matter of
producing results was the unconditional obedience expected
of every monk, the strict regulation of his daily life with
insistence upon some form of manual labor. It was not long
before uniformity of organization took the place of disorder
and the monastic movement entered upon a new career.'
1
' In
addition to its work as a religious institution it became
one of the greatest civilizing agencies of its day. Of its
accomplishments in this field Schaff writes as follows:
"The monk was pioneer in the
cultivation of the ground and after the
most scientific fashion then known,
taught agriculture, the culture of the
vine and fish, the breeding of cattle
and the culture of wool. He built
roads and the best buildings. In in-
tellectual and artistic concerns th£
convent was the chief school of the
times. It trained architects, paint-
ers, and sculptors. There the deep
problems of theology and philosophy
were studied; there manuscripts were
copied, and when the universities
arose, the convent furnished them with
their first and their most renowned
teachers.
"
1 Count de Montalembert
,
Monks of the West
.
Volume I, pp. 3^7-
439
2 David S. Schaff, A Hi story of the Christian Church
.
Volume
V, Part I, p. 313
a(
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2. Hildebrand
In suite of the progress made during these years,
by the tenth century the movement was In grave danger again.
For monasticism, through its close alliance with the visible
Church had become so secularized that it had lost its power
for holiness. This time a rebirth of spirit was needed.
The monastery at Cluny, France, an institution which in its
elaborateness has been likened to a great feudal system, be-
came the chief radiating center of the new spirit. Hilde-
brand as cardinal and as Pope Gregory VII became its chief
promoter. He sought first to restore the old spirit of
piety and the discipline of renunciation within the convent.
To this end he insisted on the stem enforcement of the cel-
ibacy of the clergy; he struggled against the secularization
of the spirituality and especially against simony, and he
insisted on the monastic discipline of the priests. Outside,
his purpose was first to make the secular clergy subject to
the regulars, and second, to make the whole spirituality, as
regulated by the monks, dominate the laity. Christian life
for the whole of Christendom was his aim. 1
3 . St. Bernard
A third milestone in the progress of monasticism
during these years is seen in the establishment (in 1098)
of the Cistercians who divide with the Clunlac monks ‘'the
1 Adolf Haraack, Monasticism
. pp. 82-85
,' 1
I
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dlstinction of being the most numerous and most useful mo-
nastic order of the Middle Ages ."
1
Most famous of their
houses was that of Clairvaux founded In 1115 by St. Bernard
whom historians unite in calling the greatest preacher and
the most imposing figure of his time.
During these years the work of Christian monasti-
cism, weak and feeble as it often was, cannot be ignored.
Failing to give it due credit we deny to a series of centu-
ries all progress and good whatsoever.
F. ITALIAN MONASTICISM AT THE TIME OF FRANCIS
In the century preceding Francis of Assisi, monas-
ticism in Italy as in other countries of the West had become
prevelant and popular. According to Schaff the career of
the monk offered about as many inducements, even for the pre-
sent life, as did that of the knight. Many had been drawn
from the ranks of the higher classes into the convent and in
1179 the Third Lateran Council attempted to limit monastic
2life to people of this class.
By 1200 several new Orders tending to emphasize a
return to the secluded life had come into being. Among
these were the Augustinians, the Premonstrants, the Carthu-
sians, and the Carmelites. Society itself being threatened
by the increasing numbers who were turning their backs upon
it, the Fourth Lateran Council, meeting in 1215, decreed
1 David S. Schaff, A History of the Chrl stlan Church . Volume
V, Part I, p. 337
2 Ibid., p. 312
<
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that no more Orders should be established. The very next
year, however, this law was waived when Dominic asked for
papal sanction for his Order. Nor was Francis' request
for recognition refused either.
The monastic life had gradually come to be regard-
ed as the highest form of earthly existence. In sharp con-
trast to the turbulency of the times "the convent was the
scene of brotherhood and co-operation. It furnished to the
age the ideal of a religious household on earth. Yet to
assume that all who entered it did so because of a sincere
desire to find holiness would be to overstate the case.
Sabatier is not alone in the opinion that many who became
monks were simply deserters from life who saw in the monas-
tery an opportunity to escape the wars and vices of their
, 2day.
During the Crusades the monastic institutions had
been the recipients of many gifts of lands so that by the
time of Francis they were in the height of their affluence.
Sabatier refers to them as "rich Benedictine abbeys, veri-
table fortresses set upon the hill-tops, whence they seemed
to command all the surrounding plains."^ The finest archi-
tecture of the day was to be seen in their buildings and
within, the furnishings were entirely in keeping.
"No pains or money were spared
in their erection and equipment. Stained
glass, sculpture, embroidery, rich vest-
ments, were freely used. A well-ordered
1 David S. Schaff, £ History of the Christian Church , volume V,
Part I
, p. 311
2 Paul Sabatier, Life of St . Francis of Assisi . Introduction,
p. XIX
3 Ibid., p. XIX
•A-
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house had many parts, - chapel, refectory
calefactory, scriptorium for writing, lo-
cutoriura for conversation, dormitory, in-
firmary, hosoltal. Not a single struc-
ture, but an aggregation of buildings, was
required by the larger establishments."
1
In some parts of the West the monks were ordained
priests; they performed pastoral duties and had their own
parishes but in Italy this was not common. Where such ser-
vices were performed the very fact that the monastery was
located in the country, often in a secluded place meant that
of necessity this work was among people in the rural commu-
nities. The cities both in Italy and elsewhere were out-
side the Influence of the monk. The masses of people had
slight contact with him and the grey walls of the monastery
which they sometimes caught sight of in the distance, only
brought to mind an aristocratic Institution whose benefits
2
seldom touched their lives.
Some few monasteries of chis age had their prophets,
those who looked beyond the chaos of the present to a new day.
In Italy, Joachim of Plore (d. 1202) achieved renown as a
writer in this field. In the picture of this wandering monk,
calling people to repentance and preaching a gospel of love
towards God and man, Cuthbert sees a precursor of Francis.
"The Franciscan movement," he says, "was indeed cradled in
the expectancy aroused by the Joachimlte prophecies.
But what of the spirit of the institution itself -
what of the life of those who, having relinquished all claim
1 David S. Schaff, A History of the Christian Church , Volume V,
Part I
, p. 321
2 Luigi Salvatorelli
.
The Life of St. Francis of Assisi, pp. 23-
24
3 Father Cuthbert, Life of St . Francl s of Assisi, p. 11
I
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uoon the world, had chosen to make Its walls their home?
Through the ages history repeats the same story. Outward
prosoerlty of an Institution means almost Invariably inner
decay, a loosening of the hold on the high ideal which first
gave the institution birth. So it was with the monastery.
The three great monastic virtues - poverty, chas-
tity, and obedience - were still the goals, but for many
they always remained such; they were never attained. If
approached in the first moments of "overflowing ardor," they
were many times forfeited later on. Certain monks needed
frequent reminders of the fact that "convent walls did not
of themselves make holy."^ Peter of Cluny once wrote to a
hermit that unless Christ was in his heart, a mighty fortress
against evil, the mere fact that he had separated himself
from the world availed him nothing. With material prosper-
ity, then, there came for many rivalry, arrogance, idleness,
and low morals. Although there had been evidences of decay
in monastic life before, periods when the sun was almost
covered by the clouds, now, because of the increased number
of convents the general demoralization was just that much
more widespread. This was true in Italy as in other parts of
the West.
But the day of monasticism was not yet done. As
in the past great men had risen in answer to a need, so now
another was soon to appear who was to give to the monastic
ideal new purpose and new meaning. In the person of Francis
1 David S. Schaff, A History of the Christian Church . Volume V,
Part I
, p. 322
r> <
i
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of Assisi whom Harnack calls the tenderest and the most
loveable of all monks, lay the hope of the future,
1
"The
preceding years had prepared the way for him, so that he
came as one born in due time. Like every prophet, he is
2
anticipated, and is himself an anticipation.”
1 Adolf Harnack, Monastlclsm
. p. 92
2 James 0. Dobson, Saint Francis The Little Poor Man of Assisi
,
p. 12
0
CHAPTER II
FRANCIS - THE MAN AND Tig SAI NT

A THE WORLD INTO WHICH FRANCIS WAS BORN
1. Social and Political Situation
The life and works of any great man, be he poet,
prophet, or saint, can be rightly understood and appreciated
only as one knows the life and times which produced him.
For most men rise to greatness as they become champions of a
cause and this cause is invariably associated with some felt
need in society. Only a cursory glance at history is neces-
sary to reveal the truth of the statement that apart from
his day and age neither a man nor his work can be judged.
This is particularly true of St. Francis of Assisi.
Before turning to his life, therefore, we shall
consider briefly the social and political situation which
prevailed in Italy at the time of his birth and as he was
growing into manhood. Then we shall look at conditions
within the Church. Having done this we shall be ready,
with some measure at least of intelligence and sympathy,
to study Francis himself and the ideals to which he devot-
ed his life.
The twelfth and thirteenth centuries are usually
referred to by historians as a time of awakening throughout
the world. Just preceding them had been a long period of
& years which men have since called the Dark Ages. Chesterton
warns us at this point lest we fail in our understanding of
the human story of St. Francis by supposing that "the Dark
Ages were plain darkness and nothing else, and that the dawn
-18-
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of the thirteenth century was plain daylight and nothing
else."^ However, he admits with other writers that the
mood of these years was one of enthusiasm and expectancy,
Sabatier finds a parallel between this age and the
> young person who is Just passing out of his teens. He says,
"The Middle Ages form an organ-
ic period in the life of humanity. Like
all powerful organisms the period began
with a long and mysterious gestation; it
had its youth, its manhood, its decreptl-
tude. The end of the twelfth century and
the beginning of the thirteenth mark its
full expansion; it is the twentieth year
of life, with its poetry, its dreams, ltg
enthusiasm, its generosity, its daring ."
2
Just as the feelings of the twentieth year are fug-
itive and difficult to record, so, he continues, is this par-
ticular period of history, with its high hopes and visions
set against a background of coarseness, wretchedness, corrup-
tion, and folly. "The men of that time had all the vices
except triviality, all the virtues except moderation; they
3
were either ruffians or saints."
Another biographer of St. Francis, Father Cuthbert,
describes the spirit of the times as follows:
"In every department of life,
whether in politics, in intellect, or in
religion, the towns were big with change
and revolution. There was a restless-
ness abroad which none could escape; every
town and city was more or less a radiating
centre of critical discontent and revolu-
tionary ideas; and nowhere was this spirit
more active than in Italy, where each city
in its semi-independence was a sort of mi- .
f crocosm tyoical of the Christian universe."
1 Gilbert K. Chesterton, St. Francis of Assisi, p. 35
2 Paul Sabatier, Life of St. Franci s of Assisi , introduction,
p. XI
3 Ibid. , p. XXV
4 Father Cuthbert, Li fe of St. Francis of Assisi, p. 9
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Dobson, commenting upon the political situation of
the times, claims that the struggle between empire and Church
precluded all possibility of a united Italy, In the North
the empire was in control, though in effect the Alpine re-
gions were under the dominion of feudal barons. The Lom-
bard cities were independent, bound only by their common pro-
fession of allegiance to the empire and by treaties one with
the other, Tuscany, too, had its self-governing communes,
and political and economic rivalries led to frequent warfare.
In central Italy the provinces, Including the Duchy of Spoleto,
in which Assisi is located, were the papal dominions. The
Norman kingdom of Southern Italy and Sicily acknowledged the
suzerainty of the pope. Looking back it is possible to see
in the constitutional struggles which were beginning, in the
passing of power from the nobility to the professional and
merchant classes, and through the growing strength of the
guilds, the beginnings of modern democracy, 1
In spite of the divisions between the provinces
and communes upon which writers of this period are prone to
dwell, Salvatorelli sees throughout thirteenth century Italy
a spirit of unity and solidarity. Warfare, he claims, had
to do largely with material interests rather than moral or
spiritual issues and this meant, even in fighting, an absence
of hatred and bitterness,
M
.... first and last and always
their beliefs and feelings were the same.
Religion and patriotism, knightly honour
1 James 0. Dobson. Saint Francis The Litt le Poor Man of Assisi,
pp. 13-14
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and domestic virtue, art, and poetry -
these were common values, conceived and
acted on In mutual understanding. Italy
of 1200, though Infinitely divided in the
material sense, constituted a profound
moral unity.”
1
St. Francis stands at the beginning of a great age.
Dante was to say of him a century later, "nacque al mondo un
sole” - he arose a sun upon the world.
2. Conditions within the Church
As we turn to a consideration of the situation in
which the Church of the twelfth and thirteenth century found
itself we discover that here, too, all was not peaceful.
Sabatier says of it that "the Church had never been more
ppowerful nor more threatened.”
a. The Struggle for Papal Theocracy
Externally was the struggle between State and
Church, already referred to under the political situation
of the times. The dual authority which the Holy Roman
Empire set up, with the emperor as temporal and the pope as
spiritual lord had been, since its inception, the cause of
bitter rivalry between the two. Nor had this abated any
in the time of Francis.
The reforms which the great men of Cluny attempted
to affect centered about this very problem. They advocated
the complete freedom of the Church from the world, the Church
1 Luigi Salvatorelll
,
The Life of St
.
Franc! s of Assisi,
pp. 14-15
2 Paul Sabatier, Life of St. Francis of Assl si
,
Introduction,
p. XIII
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to be supreme In power. The chief promoter of this position
was the famous Hildebrand who, as Pope Gregory vll (1073 -
IO85 ) , strove to realize In a visible organization the con-
viction that the pope, as head of the Church and vicegerent
of Cod upon earth, was set over all earthly rule and author-
ity. This controversy came to a head In the quarrel over
investiture. During the first years of the Franciscan move-
ment, under the pontificate of Innocent III (1198-1216), the
authority of the papacy reached the height of its power.
He used the Church’s weapons of excommunication, anathema,
and interdict with a free hand, upheld by an intense conviction
of the rightness of his position .
1
b. The Crusades
Another aspect of the religious life of the age is
to be seen in the Crusades, with their heroic conquest and
loss of the Holy Land, and the completion of the schism be-
tween the churches of the East and the West. By the middle
of the thirteenth century, however, the crusading spirit had
spent itself and this great movement, begun in the eleventh
century, and which Walker calls the most remarkable phenom-
2
enon of the Middle Ages, was soon to end. The last four
Crusades took place within the lifetime of Francis and like
others of his day, his mental and spiritual horizon was pro-
foundly influenced by them.
1 David S. Schaff, History of the Chri stian Church
.
Volume V,
Part I, pp. 24-35, 152-160
2 Williston Walker, A H istory of the Christian Church ,
pp. 238-245
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c. Scholasticism
Another movement greatly affecting the life of the
Church at this time and one for which the Crusades were large-
ly responsible was the rise of scholasticism - a restating
of the theology of the Church in terms of the intellectual
awakening. For the first time since their formulation, age-
old traditions were explained and sanctioned by reason and
the intellect. The schoolmen, headed by the great Anselm,
sought by dialectical skill to solve every problem and to
prove every article of faith.
In spite of the evidences of constructive growth,
however, the picture of the visible Church in Francis' day
is, for the most part, dark and foreboding.
d. Reform Movements
If externally all was not well with the Church
only a brief examination is necessary to reveal the fact
that internally she was not in spiritual health either.
In spite of the Church's position and power, many movements
of reform, heretical and otherwise, had sprung into exis-
tence and Italy at this time was literally seething with
them.
^
Dobson points out the seriousness of the situation
in the following paragraph:
"If the Church had become a
great ecclesiastical organization, seek-
ing to direct the conscience and guide
1 Father Cuthbert, Life of St. Francis of Assl si
. p. 9
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the conduct of Europe, that end was not
achieved without In some measure secular-
izing the Church. Ear more sinister than
the visible enemies of the Papacy were the
evils within the Church that were sapping
away her spiritual strength. The morals
of the clergy, both secular and regular,
were unspeakably corrupt. Simony was
open and unchecked. The secular clergy
were often lazy and ignorant, and the com-
mon people held them in contempt. The
people were In deep discontent: the hun-
gry sheep looked up and were not fed." 1
Realizing the Church's failure to set her own
house In order, companies of earnest people here and there
banded themselves together for purposes of reform. In the
latter half of the twelfth century three major groups arose
in opposition to existing conditions.
First were the Cathari or Paterini, who had "swept
like great sea waves over northern and central Italy, and
set up conventicles in all the more populous centres, defy-
ing the ecclesiastical powers."
2
Their mission was to be
one of purification, as suggested by their name. "They
preached a return to apostolic simplicity in religion, de-
nounced the Church for its wealth and secular ambitions,
scoffed at the clergy and rejected the sacramental system.
They were the Puritans of the Middle Ages."-
The Cathari were dualists in belief and so extreme
was their denunciation of the flesh that the most pure com-
mitted suicide by starvation. Many dissolved their marriage
ties. The rapidly increasing numbers in this group caused
great concern within the Church for they were violently antl-
1 James 0. Dobson, Saint Francis The Little Poor Man of Assisi .
pp. 18-19
2 Father Cuthbert, Life of St . Francis of Assisi
. pp. 9-10
3 Ibid., p. 10
ff
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Catholic. During the years 1209-1229 the Church made a
crusade against the Albigenses (as the Catharl were called
in France) and the result was a religious civil war, one of
the most frightful in Church history.
1
Adherents to the second of these heretical sects,
founded in 1179 in southern France, called themselves the
Waldenses after their leader, Peter Waldo. In him, as
well as in the movement itself, may be found striking sim-
ilarities to Francis and the Order which he founded.
The golden text of monastlcism, "If thou wilt be
perfect, go and sell that thou hast, and give to the poor,
and thou shalt have treasure in heaven: and come and follow
me" (Matthew 19:21) so impressed itself upon Waldo that he
decided literally to follow this command of Jesus. In keep-
ing with his emphasis upon apostolic poverty those who became
identified with him called themselves the "Poor in Spirit."
He and his followers placed great emphasis in their teaching
upon the Scriptures, especially the New Testament, which
they regarded as the sole rule of belief and life. Because
of this they felt that the Bible should be for all to read.
Permission to preach was forbidden the Waldenses by Pope
Alexander III, but Waldo, convinced that he was obeying God's
will, continued. This led to his excommunication in 1184
pby Pope Lucius I Ilf
Meanwhile a third group, the Humiliati, composed
of people of lowly birth and breeding, had formed itself in
1 Wllliston Walker, A History of the Christian Church , pp. 249-
251
2 Ibid., pp. 251-254
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and about Milan. Their purpose was a common life of penance
Like the Waldenses they were excommunicated in 1184 for hold
ing meetings after they had been forbidden to preach. Many
of this sect joined the followers of Waldo and for a time
) (until 1210) the activities of the two groups were carried on
together.
Later, as we consider the Franciscan movement we
shall find frequent evidence of ideas and ideals borrowed
from these sects. Unique as was St. Francis himself, his
word, like that of every prophet, was conditioned not only
by the outward circumstances of his time, but by the ideas
which were then taking shape in the minds of men.
B. LIFE OF FRANCIS
1. B1 rth and Boyhood
At the foot of Mt. Subasio, in the beautiful Umbri-
an valley of Italy lies the hill town of Assisi. Here, in
1182, lived a wealthy cloth-merchant and his wife. The for-
mer, Pietro Bernardone by name, made frequent trips to near
and distant cities in the interest of his business. Once
when he was on such a journey, traveling from city to city
and from castle to castle, his wife, the Lady Pica, gave
birth to their first child, a son.
Presenting him a few days later at the font of San
i Rufino for baptism, she gave him the name of John. Upon the
return of his father, however, this was changed to Francis.
Most writers detect in this a desire on the father's part
openly to acknowledge his appreciation of and his affection
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for the French people. To others, a hint of what he hoped
for his son In the way of education and cultural training Is
suggested by the changing of the name. Some see in It a
compliment to Lady Pica, who, they believe, was native to the
French Provenyal.
Not far from Francis’ home at the Church of San
Giorgio, the priests kept a school and it was here that the
boy received his early education. Francis was a pupil of
only average ability. He learned some Latin which was to
him what learning Italian would be to a boy of to-day speak-
ing one of the dialects. He also learned to write, but
very poorly, and the fact that he put on paper comparatively
little furing his lifetime would seem to indicate a kind of
distaste for writing. Years later when head of a great
religious order, he used the sign of the cross in preference
to his signature.
1
As for his early life in general Sabatier writes
that it was not unlike that of other children of his age.
He describes them at play in the streets, mentions their
love of parading and refers to their custom of going each
evening, singing and dancing, to one of the open squares of
the city. "Hither, no doubt, came often the son of Bernardone,
leading one of those farandoles which you may see there to
this day; from his very babyhood he was a prince among the
children.
1 Luigi Salvat orel li
,
The Life of St. Francis of Assisi ,
pp. 41-42
2 Paul Sabatier, St. Francis of Assisi
, p. 7
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2 . Early I nfluences
It is a well known fact in child psychology to-day
that what goes into the first of life goes into all life.
Of the truth of this, St. Francis is a striking example.
As he passed beyond boyhood and took his place among the
youth of Assisi, later on during the years of inner conflict
and uncertainty, and later still In the experiences of ma-
ture living we see the logical working out of forces set in
motion early in life.
a. Physical Environment
It was but natural that he should be influenced by
his physical environment. The Umbrian valley, Assisi with
its softly rounded hills rising above the "fruited plain,
"
the warmth and gentleness of the atmosphere, the quiet sun-
set and the clear moonlight - who could grow up companioning
with beauty like this and be unaffected by it? And if one
were at all thoughtful or sensitive would he not, sooner or
later, go beyond the loveliness as revealed outwardly in
color, line, and form to a contemplation of the inner Beauty -
the great Spirit and Genius of life, who gave it and who sus-
tains it? When we place over against the picture of the
Assislan countryside Francis himself, as quiet and gentle as
the air he breathed, loving all God's creatures as if they were
his brothers, we can appreciate the truth of the statement
that "one cannot be a Francis in a country uncongenial to the
Franciscan idea." 1
1 A statement made in class by Professor Edwin P. Booth
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b. Corinthian Columns
Salvatorelli, as befits one of his race, would
have us mindful, too, of the silent influence of architec-
ture upon the soul of a sensitive child. So, Just as Ber-
trand in writing of Augustine’s boyhood, reminds ue that
"There were columns at Thagaste,"
1
this biographer, himself
an Italian, stimulates our imagination when he says that
near Francis' home was the outstanding relic of Roman Assisi,
"the beautiful Corinthian columns of fluted marble which had
pformed the oorch of the temple of Minerva."
c. A Traveler’ s Tales
Among the early influences in the home, mention
should be made of the tales told by Francis' father as he
would return from Journeying in distant lands. Indeed,
these formed no small part of the boy’ s education during
his most formative years. All news of current happenings
outside the radius of the town came from the traveling mer-
chants who were "the colporteurs of ideas" in their day.
People awaited their coming no less for the purpose of ob-
taining the latest word about the Albigenses than for that
of transacting business. And religion was talked about in
that day, too; men were concerned about matters of Church as
well as State and they discussed them freely.
"Thus Bemardone, without dream-
ing of such a thing, became the artisan of
his son's religious vocation. The tales
which he brought home from his travels
1 Louis Bertrand, St . Augustin
, p. 17
2 Luigi Salvatorelli, The Life of St
.
Francl e of Assisi, p. 41
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seemed at first, perhaps, not to have
aroused the child’ s attention, but they
were like germs a long time buried, which
suddenly, under a warm ray of sunlight,
bring forth unlooked-for fruit, “1
d. The French Language
The French language, for which he seemed to have a
natural fondness, Francis learned as a boy and it is reason-
able to assume that he often spoke it at home. In the Three
Companions, 10, we find the following: "He loved to speak the
French tongue, albeit he spake it not aright." If, as some
think, the Lady Pica came from southern France, then it would
be the language she knew best. There is something very love-
ly in the thought of this mother and child walking about the
countryside of Assisi, as she told him in her own familiar
tongue, the names of flowers and birds and of all else that
they saw, Francis’ father, too, in his many Journeyings to
France must have acquired some ability in speaking the lan-
guage, Here again is a carry-over of interest from child-
hood. For his knowledge of the French language was the key
which unlocked to Francis’ imaginative mind that wonderland
of romance and chivalry, of knights and gracious ladies to
which he was early introduced by the troubadours,
e. Troubadours from Provence
Some twenty years previous the singing poets of
Provence had begun to invade Italy, Their songs were of
the Joys and sorrows of youth and of the glory of love and
1 Paul Sabatier, Life of St . Francis of Assisi, p. 5
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chivalry; their tales, of courage and endurance; their heroes,
men who gave themselves with unselfish abandon to some worthy
cause defending the faith or succoring the oppressed,,
"Now it may seem a strange
thing that this merchant’s son, whom
in after years men would come to re-
gard as a patron saint of democracy,
should have had his mind and charac-
ter formed by the romance of chlval-
rv and the love- song of the troubadour.
Yet so it was in fact. He drew the
form into which his ambition was cast,
out of the tales of knight-errantry
and knightly adventure, and the love-
song fostered his native instinct for
the perfect lover. By temperament
he had but little taste for book-
knowledge; he loved better the life
of action and the free air: but he
learned eagerly the tales of the
Round Table and of Roland and Oliver
the great paladins. He had no
doubt that these heroes were such as
the minstrels pictured them; he be-
lieved that their peers might be
found again and he amongst them
"To the end of hie days this
dream of romantic chivalry will remain
with Francis and be the chief secular
Influence in the shaping of his story,
and the governing law of his life
will be the knightly code of fearless
courage, worshipful love and gentle
courtesy.
That these wandering singers played a large part
in shaping Francis' life every biographer admits, Herkless
says, "His education in the school of the Troubadours, more
than the education of the Church's school, prepared him for
the wandering life of poverty in which his love to Christ
had a lyric sweetness and his actions for men had often the
2
character of romance,"
1 Father Cuthbert, Life of St. Francis of Assis i
.
pp. 14-15
2 John Herkless, i^'rancl s and Domi nic
.
p. IT
If
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3. Young Manhood
a. The Gay Reveler
Passing into his later teens, Francis still held
his place as leader among his associates in the gay life of
Assisi. "His vivacious and ready wit and tireless energy
and exceeding good nature made him a boon companion and a
general favorite." 1
The following account of his youth was written
twenty years after his death by the Three Companions:
"After he was grown up and had
become a subtle wit, he did practice the
art of his father, that Is, trade. But
in far other wise, for he was a merrier
man than was his father, and more gener-
ous, given unto jests and songs, going
round the city of Assisi day and night
in company with his like, most free-hand-
ed in spending; insomuch as that he spent
all his havings and his profits in ban-
quets and other matters. Wherefore oft-
times he was rebuked of his parents, who
told him he ran into so great expenses on
himself and on others that he seemed to
be no son of theirs, but rather of some
mighty prince. Nevertheless, for that
his parents were rich, and loved him
most tenderly, they bore with him in
such matters, not being minded to thwart
him. Nay, his mother, when a talk a-
rose among the neighbours as touching
his prodigal ways, made answer: ’What
think you of my son? He shall yet be
the son of God by grace] ' " 2
In spite of Francis' carefree ways, even in his
youth the sight of lepers and beggars would sometimes fill
him with pity. The story is told of a man entering his
father’s shop begging for charity in the name of God, of
1 Father Cuthbert, Life of St . Francis of Assisi . p. 6
2 Three Companions
. 3
<
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Francls' sharp retort, followed at once by such remorse that
deserting his customers he ran after the poor man, to do for
him what he could. 1
In the year 1201 when Francis was twenty years of
age, he was participant In a class war with Perugia repre-
senting, as did the majority of Assislans, the cause of the
common people. Assisi being defeated Francis with others
was taken prisoner. Here he remained for a year, dreaming
of the glorious adventures which would fill his days as soon
as he was free. With freedom came the return to Assisi, to
his associates, and to the gay life which he had left so sud-
denly the year before.
b. Years of Thoughtfulness
Francis had been home but a short time when he suc-
combed to an attack of fever and for weeks was forced to lie
in bed. This gave opportunity for quiet thinking, for a re-
adjustment of his sense of values, and for the first faint
glimmerings of the fact that the old life held in it little
that was real. His first walk out into the open, its fail-
ure to give the peace for which he longed, impressed upon
him even more forcibly the barrenness of his own soul.
With added strength, however, the old spirit of ad-
venture returned and under an Asslsian noble Francis set out
for Apulia with a company of knights in defense of the papacy.
His father spared nothing in outfitting his son for this ex-
pedition, which the latter fondly hoped might bring him
1 Johannes Jorgensen, Saint Francis of Assisi
.
p. 16
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knight ly honor and fame. Yet the following day found Fran-
cis back in Assisi; Just why, no one knows. Early biographers
refer to a dream which he had that night in which a voice made
clear to him the importance of complete loyalty to his Lord.
Partly to escape the ridicule of his friends, partly to find
peace for his own soul, he sought solitude during the days
which followed. Occasionally he would visit the poor, dis-
pensing charity and sympathizing with them in their need.
Meanwhile his associates were constantly clamoring
for his return to the old revels. To please them Francis
gave a banquet and in the midst of festivities his guests,
conscious that some change had come over their host, accused
him of being in love, of thinking of taking a wife. Francis
admitted their charge saying, "I am thinking of taking a wife,
more beautiful, more rich, more pure than you could ever im-
agine." This reply, which meant a complete severing of old
ties, for the bride to whom he referred was Lady Poverty, was
the first open acknowledgment of the change which was taking
place within. It marks, therefore, a decisive stage in his
life.
"Certainly, at this time Francis
had no glimpse of what he was sometime to
become; but these hours are perhaps the
most important in the evolution of his
thought; it is to them that his life owes
that air of liberty, that perfume of the
fields which make it as different from the
piety of the sacristy as from that of the
drawing-room. 1,1
Another evidence of growing mastery occurred in
Rome whither he had gone to visit the tombs of the Apostles.
1 Paul Sabatier, Life of St. Francis of Assisi, pp. 24-25
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EAchanglng clothes with a beggar he spent the day In front
of the great basilica, asking for alms. His recent associa-
tions with the poor had given him an overwhelming desire to
know how it felt to be a beggar. He chose this dramatic
way of finding out.
One other striking episode falls in this period
and by some it is regarded as the peak of his conversion ex-
perience. One day as he was riding on the plains he sudden-
ly found himself face to face with a leper who begged alms.
Sickened at the sight of the loathsome disease his first im-
pulse was to fling out a coin and pass quickly on. But
Francis had not been going through days and nights of inner
struggle for naught. Suddenly he reined in his horse, dis-
mounted, and offering his gift, took the leper's hand and
kissed it. The leper in turn gave to him the kiss of peace.
Cuthbert says,
"From that moment Francis never
again looked back upon the old ways: in
the leper’s embrace he plighted his troth
to the new life in which poverty and suf-
fering were lords demanding his liege ser-
vice. He had not yet found the Lady Pov-
erty, but he had entered her domain and
become a servant of her people: and for
the present he was at peace. "-*•
c. Heights of Spiritual Experience
Many months had passed since that night in Spoleto
when Francis, wakened by a voice, decided who should occupy
the central place in his life. During this time he had
1 Father Cuthbert, Life of St. Francl s of Assisi
. p. 29
f iVirxL
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8pent hours in prayer and in contemplation of holy things*
The early documents, without mentioning any name, hint at a
companion who for a time went with him as he roamed about
the countryside* To him brands talked freely of his chang-
ing life; after a bit this unknown friend is mentioned no
more and Francis is alone again* Occasionally he went to
the bishop for help in some of his problems* Seldom did he
return home for the breach between father and son caused by
Francis' conduct during the past months seemed now too wide
to be healed* Meanwhile he went his way, ready to be guided
by the divine will to which he had surrendered his life*
One day as Francis was walking out3ide the town
near the little Chapel of St. Damian, fast tumbling into ruin,
he stepped inside to pray* His thoughts, already Christ-
centered, became intensified as he saw the crucifix upon the
altar and knelt before it. Suddenly, as he prayed, it seem-
ed as if Jesus' own voice spoke to him from the crucifix say-
ing, "Francis, go and repair My House, which, as thou seest,
is falling utterly into ruin." 1
"And then he felt a marvelous
love for the crucified Christ take posses-
sion of him, such a love as he had never
felt before; and he knew that for the sake
of Him, he would willingly perform any ser-
vice even to the death Then he went
on his way, lifted above himself and see-
ing Christ crucified, and hearing the
Voice, and oblivious to all else: for the
crucifix had become a Living Thing to his
spirit, and the centre of all living
things." 2
Even in this exalted state as Francis considered
the task before him a very practical problem presented it-
1 Bonaventura, Life of St . Francis , in Little Flowers of St.
Francis
, p. 311
2 Father Cuthbert, Life of St
.
Francis of Assisi, pp. 32-33
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self. He would need funds to carry out his plan. So,
nothing daunted, he went to Foligno, sold some of his father's
goods and the horse on which he had ridden; and upon his re-
turn took the money he had thus acquired to the priest at St.
Damian’s. The latter, realizing that there had been more
zeal than rectitude in Francis' act, refused his offering,
whereupon the young man threw it upon a nearby window sill and
departed.
When word of this event and of the fact that Fran-
cis had taken up his abode with the priest of St. Damian
reached the ear of Pietro Bernardone he was beside himself
with anger. His son meanwhile had concealed himself in a
cave outside the city until one day, realizing that if he was
truly to serve his Master he must fear nothing, he returned
to Assisi. Again people mocked him, and his father, think-?
ing to end his foolishness, seized him, took him home and
locked the door of his room. He was released by his mother
who, though she could not understand fully her son's aspira-
tions, yet sympathized with him in his desire for a holy life.
Unable to stand any longer the insult and indignity which he
felt had been brought upon him and upon the family name, the
father decided to end the matter once for all.
Accordingly, he appealed to the magistrates but
when Francis was summoned by them he refused to respond since
he considered himself outside civil control. The matter,
being referred to the ecclesiastical tribunal, resulted in
Francis' appearance before the bishop who, in the open square
with crowds of Assisians on every side, pronounced the sen-
tence. When reference was made to the money he had acquired
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selling his father’s goods, Francis made answer In a startling
way not unlike that of the prophets of old.
"To the great surprise of the
crowd the latter, instead of replying re-
tired to a room in the bishop's palace,
and immediately reappeared absolutely
naked, holding in his hand the packet
into which he had rolled his clothes;
these he laid down before the bishop
with the little money that he still had
kept, saying: ’Listen, all of you, and
understand it well; until this time I
have called Pietro Bernardone my father,
but now I desire to serve G-od, This is
why I return to him this money, for which
he has given himself so much trouble, as
well as my clothing, and all that I have
had from him, for from henceforth I de-
sire to say nothing else than Our Father,
who art in heaven, "'1
Sabatier says further that on that day Pietro Ber-
nardone’s son "won for himself a secret sympathy in many
souls Francis once again forced himself upon the at-
tention of his fellow citizens with a power all the greater
for the contrast between his former and his new life
The incident is simply a new manifestation of Francis' char-
acter, with its ingenuousness, its exaggerations, its long-
ing to establish a complete harmony, a literal correspondence
between words and actions,"
Following this incident Francis disappeared to Mt.
Subaslo, Through the woods he tramped, singing with joyous
abandon until he was attacked by ruffians who cast him in
the snow. Picking himself up he resumed his journey, also
his singing, happy at the thought of any suffering which
would make his life more like that of his Master’s, He
stopped for a brief time at a monastery, went on to G-ubbio
1 Paul Sabatier, Life of St. Francis of Assl si
, p, 61
2 Ibid.
, p. 62
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where a friend gave him a tunic; then he turned his steps
toward Assisi* On his way he spent some time at the leper-
house caring for the unfortunate ones with tenderness and
compassion.
Back at St. Damian's he lost no time making good
his promise to repair the church. From far and near he
gathered stones to rebuild it, again subjecting himself to
the taunts and jeers of many people. Others, with keener
insight into the meaning of Francis' work, helped him in it.
About this time too, he began begging from door to door, nor
did he hesitate to ask for crusts from his former friends and
associates. Strangely enough, instead of ridiculing him
further, many of them, moved by the earnestness of his appeal,
gladly gave him that for which he asked.
With the completion of repairs at St. Damian's
Francis turned his attention to the Chapel of St. Mary of the
Angels or the Portiuncula as it was often called. This also
he restored, little realizing at the time how large a place
it was to occupy in his life in the years ahead. An event
was soon to occur which would determine very definitely what
his future work was to be. Up to this time he had thought
only of a life of penance but suddenly something happened
which ma.de indubitably clear to him the course he should
pursue from then on.
It was the morning of the Feast of St. Matthias, in
February, 1209. In the Chapel of the Portiuncula, a priest
from the Benedictine convent on Mt. Subasio was saying the
Office. Francis heard him read from the tenth chapter of
Matthew these words:
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And as ye go, preach, saying
The kingdom of heaven is at hand.
Heal the sick, cleanse the lepers,
raise the dead, cast out devils: freely ye
have received, freely give.
Provide neither gold nor silver,
nor brass in your purses,
Nor scrip for your journey, neither
two coats, neither shoes, nor yet staves: for
the workman is worthy of his meat.
As Francis listened he was struck with the sudden
consciousness that these words had come as divine revelation
to him. "This is what I want," he cried, "this is what I
with all my soul want to follow in my lifei"
1
"Francis the church builder and
hermit was now to become Francis the apostle
and evangelist - the announcer of the gospel
of conversion and peace. He had scarcely
left the church before he took off his outer
garment, thich he wore against the cold.
In place of his belt he tied a rope around
his waist, and clothed in a long brown-grey
blouse of the kind the peasants in the region
wore, with a hood attached to go over his
head he was prepared to wander through the
world on his naked feet, as the Apostles had
gone, and bring it his Master’s peace, if
they wished to receive it. "2
4. Years of Apostleship
a. Penitents of Assisi
The struggle within his spirit was now over.
There was about Francis as he took up his preaching ministry
(1209) a certain calmness, a confidence in his own strength.
1 Bonaventura, Life of St. Francis
.
in Little Flowers of St
.
Francis
.
Chapter 3
2 Johannes Jorgensen, Saint Francis of Assisi
, p. 57
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whlch he had not known before* So throughout all AbsIbI he
went, fearing no man*
His early preaching consisted not so much of sermons
as of exhortations to the people as he met them singly or in
groups. It was not long before others signified a desire
to Join him and soon there gathered about him a company of
followers who had given their goods to the poor and sought
with him, a life of service for their Master, Penitents
of Assisi, they called themselves. That Francis had no
intention of creating a new Order, that what did happen
came about naturally and with no thought on his part that
he was destined to be the leader of a great movement - such
is the belief of most Protestant writers, 1 The majority of
Catholics, however, take the opposite view,
b, A Visit to the Pope
Sometime during the following year, 1210, when the
group numbered twelve Francis wrote a Rule and together the
Penitents set out on foot for Rome, Here, as a loyal son
of the Church, their leader sought the approval of the pope
for his way of life. This event marks the beginning of
what was to be for him a life-long struggle against any com-
promising with his ideal. Both Cardinal John of St. Paul
with whom he first talked, and later Pope Innocent III, were
convinced that the life the group had chosen was too severe
a one, so Francis was dismissed without the pope's approval.
But Francis, in spite of all about him that suggested the
1 Paul Sabatier, Life of St , Francl s of Assl si
.
p. 68
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contrary, was not one to be turned lightly away. Next day
he visited the pope again and recited to him a parable.
This time the latter was so impressed with "this strange,
ill-clad man, all humility and boldness"
1
that he gave ver-
bal approbation to his Rule.
c. Rivo-Torto
Returning to Assisi the Penitents chose as their
living quarters a dilapidated hut which had once served as
a leper-house, called Rivo-Torto, a mile or so outside the
town. In spite of the "painful smallness of the place"
Francis did not "allow the straltness of his abode to cramp
o
the breadth of his heart." He demonstrated in his life
what he had come indubitably to believe, that largeness of
soul varied Inversely with the amount of one' s physical com-
forts and possessions.
d. Portiuncula
In the year 1211, probably in the spring, the
Fratres Minores as they were now called left Rivo-Torto for
the Chapel of the Portiuncula, a change made possible by the
abbot at the Benedictine Convent on Mt. Subosio. Rude huts
were built outside the chapel and a hedge was planted to en-
close the whole. For ten years this was to be their home
and these years Sabatier calls the heroic period of the
Order. ^
1 James 0. Dobson, Saint Francis The Little Poor Man of Assisi,
p. 46
2 I Celano, 42
3 Paul Sabatier, Life of St. Francis of A ssisi . p. 121
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The name, "the Little Portion," seemed particularly
appropriate to these new occuoants whose living was character-
ized only by Its extreme simplicity. The brothers wore a
habit of coarse material of a brownish-grey color with a cord
about the waist. In this were three knots symbolizing the
three historic vows of the monastic life - poverty, chastity,
and obedience.
Entrance into the Order called for no ceremony of
initiation other than the giving of all one' s goods to the
poor, and a declaration of one's desire to live in accordance
with the life of the Master. The dally round while not pre-
scribed in hard or fast rules included periods of penance and
prayer, preaching among the people and helping them at their
work. In return for this the friars were allowed to accept
food. Begging was Justifiable only when it was impossible
to earn a meal by honest toil. Francis "never dreamed,"
says Sabatier, "of creating a mendicant order, he created a
laboring order."-1- He would not tolerate idleness; a cer-
tain monk refusing to work was immediately dismissed from
the Order. G-radually in place of the old contempt some of
the people of Assisi began to look upon this company with a
new respect. And their numbers grew, i**or, as Sabatier
writes, there are in every age "long processions of souls
athirst for the ideal." 2
1 Paul Sabatier, Life of St . g'rancl s of Assl si . o. 121
2 Ibid.
, p. 72
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e. The Poor Clares
The following year, 1212, an event occurred which
was destined to be far-reaching In its results,, A young
Assisian woman of noble birth, Clara Scifl by name, after
hearing Francis preach, was so completely won to his appeals
that she, too, decided to spend her life in imitation of the
Master, She told Francis of her desire and on the evening
of Palm Sunday, 1212, Clare left her father's house, made
her way secretly to the Portluncula where Francis and a com-
pany of the brothers were awaiting to receive her into the
Order, For a time she remained at a Benedic.tlne convent,
later going to St, Damian's, the church which was so inti-
mately associated with Francis' early religious devotion.
It was here that Jesus had spoken to him from the crucifix,
here that Francis had spent days repairing the building with
his own hands. And it was here that Clare was to live her
life.
Soon other women joined her and the Order of Poor
Clares took its place beside that of the Brothers Minor,
Remaining within the "convent," their lives were spent in
prayer and meditation to which was added the care of the
sick who were brought to them, also some handwork such as
spinning and sewing.
In Clare, their abbess, "wisdom and courage united
with piety to form a truly great woman," She survived
Francis by twenty-eight years and to her death she upheld,
without yielding, the Franciscan ideal. In 1228 Gregory IX
cf
I
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while at A ssl si visited her at St. Damian’s and urged for the
sake of the sisters that she have property in common.
"If it is your vows which prevent you," he said,
"we will release you from them."
"Holy Father," Clare replied, "absolve me from my
sins, but I have no desire for a despensation from following
Chri st."
1
The story of Clare's life at St. Damian's, of her
regard for and devotion to Francis and hiB ideal, and of
their mutual love for the Christ, is one of the lovely sto-
ries of history.
f. The Third Order
Still another group called the Third Order was
o
founded about this time, due to the desire of those obliged
to remain in their vocations, to live a life in partial con-
formity to the monastic rule. The influence of this Order
was very great as we shall see in a later chapter.
5. Widening Horizons
a. Adventures Afield
In the autumn of 1212 Francis, moved by the stir-
ring events which were happening in the world about him, felt
himself called to chivalrous adventure and sacrifice. For
he was ever a knight with a "spacious spirit" that longed to
attempt great tasks. Accordingly "he conceived a new kind
1 Legend St
.
Clare, 14
2 Paul Sabatier, Life of St . Francis of Assisi
. p. 265
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of crusade: he would preach to the Saracens.” Sailing from
Ancona, the ship was unable to make the voyage and he was
forced to return. In 1214 came a desire to preach to the
Moslems In Morocco; again his plans were frustrated. In
striking contrast to these two adventures which brought dis-
appointment was a Journey to Bevagna, where Francis preached
his sermon to the birds. Those who know little else of the
life of the Saint know of this event which has been immortal-
3 zed in G-iotto’s painting.
b. Fourth Lateran Council
In November, 1215, occurred the Fourth Lateran
Council. Cuthbert, with other later biographers, assumes
that Francis attended in the Interest of his Order. As
previously mentioned it was this body that issued a decree
against the sanctioning of new Rules. Yet Cuthbert states
that the pope formally confirmed his verbal approbation of
Francis' Rule which he had granted on the occasion of Francis'
visit some five years before. This council, the assemblage
"of all the forces spiritual and temporal of the Catholic
world" made a profound impression upon the Little Poor Man
from Assisi. Cuthbert says he realized afresh the great
need of the world and sensed anew the spiritual mission to
which he had been called.
^
Here, too, some of his biographers speak of Francis
meeting for the first time with Dominic, the leader of a great
teaching Order which was running parallel to his own.
1 father Cuthbert, Life of St . Francis of Assisi . pp. 199-222
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Dominic, a brilliant student, carefully trained In logic and
dialectics, felt the call to preach to the educated people
of his day as Francis had responded to the need of the un-
tutored. The purpose of these two great men insofar as
they sought to reform existing conditions was similar. The
type of service each rendered Is suggested by the nicknames
given them, - Dominic being known as the "Hammer of the here-
tics" while Francis was ever the "Father of the poor."
9
c. Growth of the Order
The years between 1215-1217 were years of rapid
growth for the Franciscan Order.
"Francis and his brethren had
become an accepted fact in the reform
movement of the period; and throughout
Umbria, Tuscany, the marches of Ancona
and Lombardy, dwelling places of the
fraternity had sprung into being as the
nests aopear in the trees in the early
spring-time. 1,1
With the increase in numbers it was inevitable that
changes should take place. In the early days Francis had
known every brother. He was servant of all and leader of
all; his personality and spirit were to each one a constant
inspiration. This was no longer possible.
At the meeting of the Chapter-General of 1217, when
the brothers came together to renew their devotion and to
discuss affairs of the Order, two important measures were in-
troduced. First, provincial ministers were appointed, a
necessary step yet one which made for further decentralization
of authority. Second was the sending forth of great missions
1 Father Cuthbert, Life of St. Francis of Assisi
.
p. 199
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into France, Spain, Portugal, Germany, Hungary, and Syria.
These resulted in some successes and many failures - a long
story of disappointment, bitterness, and suffering. Already
tragedy was beginning to write its name upon the movement.
6. Declining Years
a. Loss of Power
Meanwhile the Church realized that in this great
popular movement was a spiritual power which it should uti-
lize. At this time Cardinal Ugolino as protector of the
Order began to olay a prominent part in the Franciscan drama.
It was he who in 1217 was responsible for Francis' preaching
before the pope in Rome. He also tried, without success,
to bring about a union of Franciscans and Dominicans.
In June, 1219, Francis with a group of brothers set
sail for Egypt in an unsuccessful effort to do by love what
the Crusaders had tried to do by war. While there he preach-
ed to the Sultan. Later he visited the Holy Land. Of his
pilgrimage there no record, unfortunately, has come down to us.
Upon Francis' return he was distressed to find that
the two vicars in whose charge he had left affairs had, during
his absence, set up their own policy which was directly op-
posed to the distinctive characteristics of the rranciscan
ideal. Other enactments by the Holy See showed how brands'
power as leader of the movement was rapidly diminishing.
The Church wished to be in control and with ecclesiastical
statesmen working toward that end the time was not far dis-
tant when the rule of love would be supplanted by the rule of
law.
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The crisis came to its issue in the meeting of the
Chapter-General on Michaelmas Day, 1220. It was Impossible
for Francis to remain as head of the Order; there is never
place in a hierarchy for spirits such as his. Of his resig-
nation as Minister General which occurred at this time, a
modern writer has said, "There are few decisions in history
taken at so great a cost."
1
Charge of the Order was entrust-
ed to a friar, Peter Cathanii, upon whose death a few months
later Brother Ellas was installed as head.
At this same meeting Francis was authorized to
write the Rule of the Order to take the place of the one given
verbal approbation nine years before. At the Chapter meeting
in 1221, the draft was discussed. Sabatier in commenting
upon it says: "Never was a man less capable of making a Rule
than Francis." Then he compares the Rules of 1210, 1221,
1223, as follows:
"That of 1210 alone is truly
Franciscan; that of 1223 is indirectly
the work of the Church, endeavoring to
assimilate with herself the new move-
ment, which with one touch she trans-
forms and turns wholly from its orig-
inal purpose.
"That of 1221 marks an inter-
mediate stage. It is the clash of two
principles or rather two spirits; they
approach, they touch, but they are not
merged in one another; .... Their condi-
tion is the exact reflection of what was
going on in Francis’ soul and of the
rapid evolution of the Order. "3
Events of importance which had to do with the turn
affairs were taking occurred now in rapid succession. But
1 James 0. Dobson, Saint Francis The Little Poor Man of Assisi .
p. 73
2 Paul Sabatier, Life of St . Francis of Assl si
. p. 253
3 Ibid., p. 254
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we have followed Francis far enough to realize something of
the heart-ache and sorrow which were to attend his last years.
For a time he probably lived in solitude in one of the many
hermitages outside Assisi. And it seemed that all the Joy
had gone from his life, that nothing remained but weariness
and regret.
"The allurements of the world
and his early years, the more subtle
temotations that come with success and
the power it bestows, were as nothing
comoared with this agony of snirit as
he wrestled with the demons of despair." 1
b. Stigmata
Combined with these periods of quiet were seasons
of activity in the interest of the Order. Though outwardly
Francis was fighting a losing battle he continued to fight.
But it was not for long.
Following the last Chapter meeting he attended, in
the spring of 1224, Francis went to Mt. La Verna to spend the
forty days' fast of St. Michael. A few brothers went with
him and together they planned their stay. Huts of boughs
having been hastily built, Francis was soon established in
his at the foot of "a fair beech tree." Before him lay the
valley of the Arno and the Deaks of the Aoennlnes - a view of
unsurpassing loveliness. It was here that he had chosen to
prepare himself for death, by prayer and contemplation. Some
times he remained in the little sanctuary for his exercises
of piety, again he would go alone to some secluded spot deep
in the forest for meditation. Dally he read the story of
1 James 0. Dobson, Saint Francis The Little Poor Man of Assisi
p. 75
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Jesus' passion, and daily it seemed that Jesus presented him-
self to Francis as the man of sorrows, the Crucified One.
Francis for his part desired above everything else "to suffer
for Jesus and with him." And the stories tell us that he
did.
One morning, after a long night spent alone in
prayer, Francis had a vision.
"A seraph, with outspread wings,
flew toward him from the edge of the hor-
izon, and bathed his soul in raptures un-
utterable. In the centre of the vision
appeared a cross, and the seraph was nailed
upon it. When the vision disappeared, he
felt sharp sufferings mingling with the ec-
stasy of the first moments. Stirred to
the very depths of his being, he was an-
xiously seeking the meaning of it all,
when he perceived upon his body the stig-
mata of the Crucified. 1,1
7* Death
Following this experience which was the great spirit-
ual climax of his life, Francis and his brothers descended the
mountain and returned to the Portiuncula. The early legends
report miracles of healing performed by their leader as they
journeyed through the villages which lay in their oath. Upon
their return, though weak in body and threatened with loss of
sight Francis continued his ministry to the people.
Then, desiring to take leave of Clare, to be once
more in the Assisian country which he loved, Francis went to
St. Damian's and remained there for the summer of 1225. The
brothers built him a hut near the garden and here he spent
1 Paul Sabatier, Life of St . Francis of Assl si
.
pp. 295-296
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long hours living over again the events of the past. Clare
ministered to him, with all the tenderness of one who serves
because she loves. Though eyes were dimmed he knew when
she was near and her very presence brought him peace. Grad-
ually, something of his former spirit returned. Joy once
more came into his soul. One day in a burst of ecstacy
Francis sang his praise to all created things - his Canticle
of the Sun.
7/e see him now in Rieti in the bishop's palace
where physicians, after the crude manner of their day, sought
to cure the disease which was fast robbing Francis of his sight.
The result was only added pain. During these last weeks four
brothers, Leo, Angelo, Rufino, and Masseo became his constant
companions. It was they who, at his request, took him one
day to a turn in the road where one looks toward Assisi.
Here, though unable to see, he could at least face in the
direction of the hills, the plain, the chapel - all that was
dearest to him on earth.
Then came a day when Francis realized that he must
soon leave his companions. Calling the brothers to him he
asked that they sing the Canticle of the Sun. At the close
Francis himself sang his greeting to death:
Be praised, Lord, for our Sister the
Death of the body, whom no man may
escape
;
alas for them who die in a state of
mortal sin;
happy they who are found conformed to
thy most holy will, for the second
death will do to them no harm. 1
1 Paul Sabatier, Life of St . Francis of Assisi . p. 331
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Not until he had been carried hack to the Portiuncula,
had made provision through his will for brothers and sisters
alike, did Sister Death visit Francis to take him away. Here
on the evening of October 3, 1226 just at sunset she came,
and this Knight of Christ, putting his hand in hers, set forth
on a new adventure.
..
,
,
.
CHAPTER III
FRANCIS * IDEALS AND SOME CHANCES
FOR WHICH THEY WERE RESPONSIBLE

This concluding chapter brings us directly to the
study which we have set for ourselves in this paper, - namely,
a consideration of the Franciscan ideal, of the new life
which it Imparted to the monastic virtues of its day, also a
glimpse at some changes for which it was responsible. Much
in the previous chapters has anticipated what is to be added
here. For to tell something of the day and age in which a
man lived, also the story of his life and of the cause to
which he devoted it, is to tell - if it tells anything - what
the ideals of that man were* Not between the lines only,
but directly in them this may be found. In a general way
then we already know that for which St. Francis stood. A
closer examination is our purpose now.
A. THE SOURCE OF FRANCIS’ IDEALS
When we search for the source of Francis' ideals
we find it but partially in the man himself. For much of
it he was indebted to the past. Francis, in other words,
was not an originator in the true sense of the term; he did
not rush upon the scene with an idea which people had never
heard of before. He was Influenced, as all men are, by the
deposits both good and bad which the past had laid at his
door. Social, political, religious, all the powerful forces
at work in the lives of men made their contribution.
to know the kind of life to which Francis dedi-
cated himself is to recognize at once how powerful was the
religious force for him. And we are right in concluding
55
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that here Is the real foundation of his Ideal. It was to
the Christian Church and to her ally, the great monastic
movement, that he turned In his youth and asked, "What In
life Is of greatest value?" Their answer to him was the
beginning of the Franciscan ideal*
With this as a starting point every Idea, every
Ideal, both old and new, went through the sifting process.
Those that were found wanting in any particular when the
pure light of the Christ played full upon them, Francis
discarded* As other men joined him in his desire to live
a holy life and it became necessary for him to state his
ideals, he brought together those which for him had come to
occupy first place. Few as they were at first, they were
the result of long hours of prayerful meditation in which
Francis sought, if ever man sought, to know what was most
pleasing and most worthy in the sight of G-od* More than
that, they were the result of practice. For Francis with-
out knowing it was a thorough-going pragmatist. No sooner
was an idea made clear to him than he sought a way of trying
it out that he might know if it would work, if the consequences
would meet the necessary tests. Again and again as we study his
life we find this to be true.
Though the roots of Francis' ideals are deep in the
past, there is ever about them a Joyous throbbing as of new
life in the spring. It is this quality which Dr. Cell pro-
bably had in mind when he said, "Francis sweeps us off our
feet with his irresistible idealism." Historic Christianity,
to which was added the charm and winsomeness of Francis him-
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self, produced an Ideal which in loftiness of purpose and love-
liness of spirit has never heen surpassed.
B. ROOTS IN HISTORIC CHRISTIANITY
The Franciscan ideal was rooted and grounded in four
great facts of Christian experience,- the Cospel, Jesus, the
Eucharist, and the Church. Without question Francis accepted
all of these and all that Catholicism said of them. They were
the foundations of his belief; apart from them we can under-
stand neither his life nor his ideal.
1. The Gospel
One has but to read Francis’ own writings to realize
how large a place the Gospel occupied both in his own life and
in the life of the Order.
In his Testament the following statement occurs:
"And when the Lord gave me some
brothers, no one showed me what I ought to
do, but the Mo3t High Himself revealed to
me that I should live according to the
form of the holy ©ospel.”
1
Thomas of Celano writing of the same incident says:
"When the blessed Francis per-
ceived that the Lord God increased the num-
ber of brothers from day to day, he wrote
for those present and for those to come,
simply and without many words, a form of
life and rule for which he used mainly the
words of the Gospel, after whose perfection
he aspired most ardently."
And Bonaventura, in referring to the early Rule says
1 Paschal Robinson, The Waitings of Saint Franci s of As3lsl
.
Testament, p. 83
2 I Celano, 32
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with still greater emphasis:
"Herein the observance of the
Holy Gospel was set as the inseoarable
foundation. .
,
» 1
A modern writer tells us that prior to Francis no
religious founder had based his Rule on the Gospel or bound
his followers expressly to its observance. The two Rules
exclusively in use at the beginning of the thirteenth century,
the Benedictine and the Augustinian, in no manner made the Gospel
as such the foundation of the religious life. This was doubt-
less the reason why Francis was so opposed to any borrowing of
pRules or merging of existing Orders.
Having announced his position and incorporated it
into his Rule, Francis spent his life valiantly defending it.
When in 1223 the Church was laying eager hands on the Rule his
revised copy of it carries at the brginning these words:
"The Rule and life of the Minor
Brothers is this, namely, to observe the
holy Gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ, by
living in obedience, without prooerty and
in chastity."
For Francis, to know the Gospel was to live it, to
obey literally its precepts and commands. He reads: "Give to
everyone that asketh thee," and he commands his disciples to
give to those that beg alms their hood or half their garment
if nothing else is at hand. Again: "if a man will take away
thy coat, let go thy cloak also unto him," and he allows his
1 Bonaventura, Life of St. Francis, in The Little Flowers.
P. 319
2 Hllarin Felder, The Ideals of St
. Fcancls of Assisi
.
p. 14
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habit to be taken from him without remonstrance. When he finds
in the G-osoel, "Eat such things as are set before you" he goes
contrary to the custom of other Orders and oermits the brothers
to partake of all foods. On entering a house the apostles are
to say: "Peace be to this house." Francis therefore commands
his brothers never to enter a house without this greeting. He
even begins his sermons with it and in his Testament he again re-
minds his followers of his reason for using it: "This greeting
the Lord revealed to me, that we should say: ’The Lord give thee
peace. * "
1
2. Jesus , the Christ
What we have said regarding Francis' reliance unon
the G-osoel ore supposes what we shall say regarding the place
which Jesus occupied in his ideal. For after all there is
little difference between observing the G-ospel and making
Jesus the center of one's life.
Ever since the experience in St. Damian's when it
seemed to Francis that Jesus sooke to him from the crucifix,
his life had been completely devoted to his Master: he was truly
a knight of Christ. "His one great and lasting desire was to
perform the highest deed of heroism, to suffer martyrdom for
Christ." ^ Meanwhile he had to content himself with an imita-
tion of that life in which he found his highest ideal. That
he did this about as perfectly as any man ever did, few will
deny.
1 Hilarln Felder, The Ideals of St. Francis of Asiisi. o. 17
2 Ibid, p. 23
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True, It was often an imitation of externals. To be
like Jesus and the apostles in the circumstances of their lives
was more easily understood by the majority of thirteenth cen-
tury minds than to attain unto a likeness of Jesus' spirit. As
walker says:
"Christ and his disciples had
been poor. 'Apostolic poverty’ was there-
fore a mark of the truly consecrated life.
He never married. The disciples should
so imitate him. He sent forth his disciples
two by two, to preach, wearing sandals, with-
out money, and deoending on the gifts of
their hearers for their suoport. So his
disciples should now go. He told them to
use a fixed form of prayer. That should
constitute their only public petition. He
forbade them to swear. They should take no
oaths. Probably there has never been a time
when the Sermon on the Mount and Christ's
commands to the aoostles, interoreted in
the most literal fashion seemed to so many
earnest souls the charter of conduct, how-
^
ever inferior their actual practice might be."
This does not mean that imitation of the spirit was
entirely lacking in all who made the Christ-Ideal their goal.
Most certainly it was not in Francis. In every age, however
crude, there are souls which by nature are so high that in-
stinctively they sense the inner spirit of a great life and
strive to achieve that spirit for themselves. And it is possi-
ble too, even with all the light which the ages since have shed
upon our path that certain of those devout souls in the thir-
teenth century who followed externals alone, more nearly ap-
proximated the spirit of the Christ than do many of us to-day.
Using a figure with which all were familiar, Fran-
cis kept constantly before his brethren the Ideal of becom-
1 Williston Walker, Great Men of the Christian Church,
pp. 159-160
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ing knights of Christ, of devoting themselves with chivalrous
spirit and dauntless courage to the service, the imitation,
and the love of their Lord.
"to Brother Giles, who asked
to Join the holy company, Francis replied:
'Most beloved brother, God hath bestowed
upon thee a great honor. If the Emperor
came to Assisi and wished to choose one of
the townsmen as his knight or chamberlain,
many indeed would desire to be selected.
How much happier oughtest thou be, seeing
that the Lord hath chosen thee from among
them all, and called thee to His own court.'" 1
Frequently he would remind the novice of the great
heroes, Charlemagne, Koland and Oliver battling with their
comrades for the cause of Christ. After such a recital he
would turn Joyously to his companions and exclaim, "'These
are my brethren of the Table Hound." 2
With the same earnestness therefore with which he
placed the observance of the Gospel before his brothers as
their ideal of life, Francis also pointed out to them the
person and example of Jesus, in whom the Gospel had become
a living reality. Nor did he point the way without follow-
ing in it too.
Gorres, a German biographer, says of him:
"If the Saviour has found one
since the time of the apostles who has walk-
ed after Him in all His footsteps, follow-
ed His example with all the strength of his
soul, it was this fiery nature, who, sun-
ning himself ceaselessly in His light, him-
self became a lightbearer, reflecting not
only His splendor, but His very image.*4
The power or a living example is great in any age.
1 Hilarin Felder, The Ideals of St. Francis of Assisi
. p. 24
2 Mirror of Perfection. Ch. 72
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Who can deny that the real dynamic in the Franciscan ideal
proceeded from the fact that he who had set the goal had him-
self so nearly attained it?
3, The Eucharist
The ardor of Francis’ devotion to the eucharist is
recognized alike by Protestant and Catholic writers. Felder,
a Catholic, writes:
"When Francis speaks of the Sav-
iour, he ha6, above all, the Eucharist in
mind. His knightly service, his imitation,
and his love of Christ were so fervent, so
real and living for the very reason that
they did not refer to the Saviour distant
in time or place, but to the immediate Per-
son of Christ in the Holy Sacrament. Crib
and cross, both he found here present.
Here his divine Master lived and breathed.
Here the knight of Christ stood guard day
by day in the court and at the throne of
his Most High King. The altar was for
him the hearth of his faith, of his hope
and his love, the goal of his thoughts
and actions. In the Eucharist and through
the Eucharist, Christ became to him a liv-
ing reality. The Eucharist was the focus
of his entire religious life.
"Francis fostered the devotion
to the Eucharist as no saint before him. 1,1
Sabatier, referring to the spiritual help which
Francis received from the communion says:
"Francis and his true disciples
make the painful ascent of the mountain
heights, impelled solely, but irresisti-
bly, by the inner voice. The only for-
eign aid which they accept is the memory
of Jesus, going before them upon these
heights and mysteriously living again
before their eyes in the sacrament of the
eucharist. "2
1 Hilarin Felder, The Ideals of St . Francis of Assisi , p. 38
2 Paul Sabatier, Life of St . Francis of Assisi
, pp. 268-269
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As a by-product of this devotion we find in Francis
an ardent zeal for all those things which were related in any
way to this mystery. The good sisters of St. Damian's soent
countless hours making altar linens for the churches of the
poor. All the appointments of the altar,- the cloths, the
vessels, must be clean and well cared for. Bonaventura
writes that Francis was often seen washing the church linens
and baking the altar breads with artislcally wrought irons;
also that he sent these irons into the various provinces so
that the friars might be able to prepare "fair and clean
hosts."
1
The church too, which to Francis was literally
the house of God must be well swept and orderly that Christ
2
might abide there with due honor and respect. Such met-
iculous care in this regard indicates how deep and abiding
a reality was the experience of the Mass to Francis.
In his Testament we read, "I desire above all
things to honor and venerate all those most holy mysteries
and to keep them orecious." ^
4. The Church
Finally, if our thought of what lies at the heart
of the Franciscan ideal is to be complete, we must add to it
some word regarding the profound love which Francis had for
the Church herself. For this, no less than his devotion to
the Gospel, to the person of Christ and to the eucharist,
helped to form the basis of his message and his life, there-
1 Bonaventura, Life of St. Francis in The Lttle Flowers
.
Ch. $
2 Mirror of Perfection
.
Chi 5^
3 Paschal Robinson, The Writings of St. Franc 1 s of Assl si
.
p. 82
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fore of his ideal.
Francis believed in the Church as a divine insti-
tution of which Christ was the head. He believed in the div-
inely established authorities of the Church as so many links
which bound him to Christ and communicated to him Christ's
life, his grace, and his salvation. Accordingly he rever-
enced the papacy, the bishops, the clergy, - all ecclesiast-
ical institutions and decrees. He writes in his Testament:
"After that the Lord gave me,
and gives me, so much faith in priests
who live according to the form of the
holy Roman Church, on account of their
order, that if they should persecute me.
I would have recourse to them. And if
I had as much wisdom as Solomon had, and
if I should find poor priests of this
world, I would not preach against their
will in the parishes in which they live.
And I desire to fear, love, and honor
them and all others as my masters; and
I do not wish to consider sin in them,
for in them I see the Son of G-od and
they are my masters. And I do this be-
cause In this world, I see nothing cor-
porally of the most high Son of God Him-
self except His most holy Body and Blood,
which they receive and they alone admin-
ister to others." 1
Deplore as he did the evil and corruption within,
nevertheless his attitude toward the institution itself and
those who served it was ever as Sabatier says, "that of fil-
ial obedience." 2
"To believe with the Church, to
pray, to live, to work, to think, to feel
with the Church is for him an axiom as
self-evident as the axiom to follow in
all things the Holy Gospel In no
other Founder of a Religious Institution
1 Paschal Robinson, The Writings of Saint Francis of Assisi
.
p. 82
2 Paul Sabatier, Life of St . Francis of Assisi
.
Introduction,
p. XVII
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before him .... do we find the truly Cath-
olic sense so fully developed and so charm-
ingly, yet so strongly and frequently ex-
pressed, as in the Patriarch of Assisi." 1
Such were the ideas and the ideals which Francis
inherited from the past. Through twelve centuries of Chris-
tian teaching they had come down to him. And in many ways
they became the center of his thought and life. Yet, if we
were to stop here, thinking that in them we had found all, we
should fail comoletely in our understanding and appreciation
of the Franciscan ideal. Important as are these foundations,
for that quality which makes his ideal distinctive, we must
look to Francis himself.
C. THE REBIRTH OF THE HISTORIC MONASTIC VIRTUES
Francis* major personal ideal was imitation of
Christ. This was indubitably imoressed upon him that day
in the Chapel of St. Damian when it seemed that Jesus became
alive on the crucifix and sooke to him. "From that day
forth everything in life was brought to the crucifix and
lines of light went out from it to everything he did, or was,
or saw." 2
Francis used, as the "carriers" of this ideal, the
three virtues of historic monasticism - poverty, chastity,
and obedience. The first was based upon Jesus' words con-
cerning the superiority of poverty over wealth in his king-
dom. And there are few subjects, if any, upon which more of
1 Hilarln Felder, The Ideals of St. Francis of Assisi, p. 69
2 Statement made by Professor Edwin P. Booth in a Seminar
Course
#T-
I
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hls savings have been preserved. This fact alone "would
Indicate that such words were frequently quoted and presum-
ably acted upon. 1,1 Because this particular virtue has to
do with the giving up of externals it was regarded as the
least difficult of the three.
Chastity, the sacrificing of those things which
are "united to man's nature by a kind of necessary affin-
pity" ranked second in the scale of difficulty. Jesus’
saying. If any man come to me and hate not his father and
mother and wife and children and brethren, and sisters, yea,
and his own life also, he cannot be my disciple, was the
basis of this ideal.
The third, obedience, was rated as most difficult
in the steps in the process of renunciation, since it in-
volves the denial of one’ own will. Yet had not Jesus him-
self said, I came not to do my own will, but the will of him
that sent me? Such were the three virtues of historic mo-
nasticlsm and it was largely by means of these that Francis
was to fashion his life and his ideal. Yet with him the
method of fashioning changed.
For as he looked about him and observed the situa-
tion which prevailed among those who had taken upon them-
selves religious vows he found all sorts of inconsistencies.
By many an earnest monk the three virtues had been carefully
and prayerfully cultivated. By many not 30 earnest they
had been tried for a time, found difficult, and abandoned.
1 G. Roger Hudleston, Monastlcism
.
Catholic Encyclopedia,
Volume X, p. 460
2 Ibid.
,
p. 46
1
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The result, as we have seen, was a condition In many convents
so corrupt as to bring nothing but shame to the institution.
If there had been a failure to realize its high
ideals in the lives of many within its walls, what could be
said of monasticism itself which, despite the ideal of pov-
erty it was supposed to promote, was fast acquiring great
houses and lands? Francis could find only one answer to
that question. Though no friend of logic, it required but
little reasoning on his part to conclude that if apostolic
poverty was the Christian ideal, then rich prelates and monks
in wealthy cloisters were not living the Christian life. 1
The monastery therefore made no appeal to him. That he
cherished the monastic ideals and desired to cultivate them
was evidenced outwardly by the three knots in the cord about
his waist. But unless he could give himself to a realiza-
tion of them in his life he was unsatisfied. For him, then,
the structure of monasticism had to be changed,
1, Poverty
Of Francis' devotion to the first of the monastic
virtues
- poverty - we hear most. To those who associated
with him during his lifetime he was lovingly called the Little
Poor Man. And by this name he is known and loved to-day.
Writing of the period of mental and spiritual
struggle through which Francis passed when he was searching
for his ideal, Cuthbert says,
1 Williston Walker, Great Men of the Christian Church
, p. 160
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"One clear thought was gradual-
ly shaping Itself amidst the ferment of
spirit: he must abandon his accustomed
comfort and luxury and ambition and go
forth like Abraham of old amongst a strange
people . , ‘ 1
In his own life and the lives of his carefree asso-
ciates he could see, looking back now, how meaningless all
property was. Money soon came to be synonymous with evil in
his mind. That "things are in the saddle and ride mankind"
was true of many then as it is in every age. Where could he
have found a better example of this than in his own father?
So Francis thought, and in order to make room for the new
structure he wanted to build he had to do some tearing down.
And "things" were the first to go.
His idea of poverty is clearly described by Sabatier:
".... the word poverty expresses
only very imperfectly St. Francis's point
of view, since it contains an idea of re-
nunciation, of abstinence
.
while in thought
the vow of poverty is a vow of liberty.
Property is the cage with gilded wires, to
which the poor larks are sometimes so tho-
roughly accustomed that they no longer
even think of getting away in order to soar
up into the blue."
2
"St. Francis renounced everything only that
he might the better possess everything. "5
Although the idea was not a new one to him no one
at that time had so dramatically and so successfully portray-
ed a forsaken world as did Francis by his marriage to Lady
Poverty. How truly "Franciscan" this was is suggested in
the following quotation:
1 Father Cuthbert, Life of St. Francis of Assisi
.
p. .26
2 Paul Sabatier, Life of St. Francis of Assisi
. po. 156-157
3 Ibid. , p. 126
.."5.4
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.... Francis was not content
with the bare, dull fact of poverty.
About it he wove high romance, drawn from
the rich imagery of mediaeval chivalry,
as expressed in the Proven9al songs and
tales that had thrilled his youthful mind.
He saw Poverty as the Lady to whom he had
vowed his service, and it is by no means
unlikely that the ardour and passion of
his knightly asoirations, sublimated in
devotion to Poverty, were a strength to
his soirit when the hardness of his life
might have strained his fealty. The
passionate lover that Francis was, brought
to his wooing of Lady Poverty all the
warmth and devotion of his nature. "1
"Sometimes a few privileged
disciples saw the lovely and pure Lady
descend from heaven to salute her spouse,
but, whether visible or not, she always
kept close beside her Umbrian lover, as
she kept close beside the Galilean; in
the stablo of the nativity, upon the
cross at Golgotha, and even in the bor-
rowed tomb where his body lay. "2
No record has been preserved of the first Rule by
which the Brothers Minor lived. But in the opinion of most
writers it consisted of a few precepts from the Gospel con-
cerning poverty. When Bernard and Peter, the first two
disciples, went with Francis to a neighboring church on the
morning they expressed a desire to follow him, he took the
mass-book from the altar, opened it and read these words:
"If thou wilt be perfect, go
sell what thou hast, and give to the poor,
and thou shalt have treasure in heaven."
Twice more he ooened the book, and found
the first time: "If any man will come
after me, let him deny himself, and take
up his cross, and follow me," and the next
time: "And he commanded them that they
should take nothing for the way." As
Francis closed the book, he turned him-
self towards the two men, and said:
1 «Jam6 3 0. Dobson, Saint Francis The Little Poor Man of
Assisi
. pp. 108-109
2 Paul Sabatier, Life of St. Francis of Assl si
.
p. 108
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"Brothers, this Is your life and our
rule, and not only ours, but all theirs
who wish to live with us. Go away
therefore and do that which you have
heardj
"
1
And for the most part they did. The Brothers
Minor were to own nothin?, have nothing in common, and in
the use of earthly things they were to exercise the great-
est moderation. Such a complete renunciation of property
without restriction was unknown in the history of Religious
Orders. It was the cause of many criticisms too. For
oeople were not accustomed to see, even among the clergy, such
a following of the Gospel ideal. The story is told in the
Three Companions, 35, of the bishop meeting Francis one day
and saying:
"Your way of living without
owning anything seems to me very harsh
and difficult.”
”My lord,” replied he, ''if we
possessed property we should have need
of arms for its defence, for it is the
source of quarrels and lawsuits, and the
love of God and of one's neighbor usually
finds many obstacles therein; this is why
we do not desire temporal goods."
Closely related to the ideal of poverty was the
oroblem of maintenance. Since possessions were forbidden
the question of how the friars should gain their livelihood
had to be met. Francis' answer was, by their own labor.
If this did not suffice they were to beg alms, with the re-
striction however, that money was not to be accepted either
as wages or as a gift. 2 Christ and his apostles had digni-
fied labor by word and example and recommended it to their
1 Johannes Jorgensen, Saint Francis of Assl
s
i
.
p. 64
2 Hilarin Felder, The Ideals of St. Francis of Assisi
.
p. 120
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followers. Moreover, he had definitely stated that the work-
man was worthy of his meat. These words made It self-evident
to Francis that this mode of life alone was In perfect harmony
with the Ideal poverty of the Gospel,
"These two terms are synonymous:
to renounce all earthly things for love of
God, and to be provided with all needful
things by God; to despise every shred of
earthly substance which manacles the heart
of man to this earth, and to eat at the
table of God, to live on His bounty; ....
That Is the source of Franciscan joviality,
the eversmiling Franciscan cheerfulness
of the ever happy family of the Poverello
of Assisi.
This "Joyful flinging away of everything that might
hinder his spiritual quest" was operative in still another
area of life. Just as property was regarded as excess bag-
gage along the way so was learning.
"His was an age when men were
giving themselves with increasing zest
to scholasticism. Popes, cardinals and
kings were patrons of learning, and men
were flocking to the universities, but
Franc! 8 could see little increase of
piety from the growth of learning,
rtather he saw the grave dangers of a
sterile intellectualism, how it might
lead to spiritual atrophy." 2
Since "the letter killeth, but the spirit qulcken-
eth," do away with the letter, reasoned Francis. This meant
nothing short of a complete distaste for learning, and an
abhorrence for books.
One other aspect of the ideal of poverty needs to be
mentioned, - humility. Constantly Francis exhorted his fol-
lowers to cultivate it; constantly he strove for it in his
own life. The very name they bore was intended to suggest
1
2
Hilarin Felder,
James 0. Dobson
p. 118
The Ideals of St . Francl s of Assisi
. p. 165
*
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It - ’’the least, the smallest, Friars Minor.” And Francis,
fearful lest he become proud because of his position in the
Order, apoolnted one of the brothers to be his guardian.
^
Thus Doverty to him became a large and Inclusive term. By
it Francis meant not only the giving up of material and in-
tellectual possessions but a sacrificing of the spirit Itself
p
that he might be truly poor.
What Francis did to the ideal of poverty he did to
the other virtues as well. Each, in contact with his life
and spirit was given a new birth. Up to this time they had
been "stubbornly defended" behind monastic walls. With him
they were "beautifully lived" out-of-doors in the open.
2. Chastity
Passing to the second monastic virtue, chastity, it
was true that the Brothers Minor were expected to surrender
all hope, all idea of family life and happiness. But to
picture either Francis himself or the members of his Order
carrying their asceticism to the extremes which early writers
would have us believe they did is absurd. Sabatier sneaks
with regret of their reserve in dealing with the friendship
between Francis and Clare. Desiring to make Francis fit
the pattern as laid down by the monastic rule they have rep-
resented him as "a stern ascetic, to whom woman appears to be
a sort of incarnate devil! "3 Thomas of Celano is guilty of
this yet all through his writings there is ample, though un-
intentional evidence that such was not the case. With love
1 Three Companions 57
2 Hilarin Felder, The Ideals of St
.
Francis of Assisi, p. 166
3 Paul Sabatier, Life of St. Francis of Assisi, pp. 149-150
c.
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of peoDle, of all God's creatures, as much a part of him as
/
the air he breathed It Is impossible to think that something
of that fine wholesomeness and Joy which was reflected in
every other aspect of his ideal did not shine forth in this
one also. We like to think that it did.
3. Obedience
The third monastic virtue had to do with obedience,
the "mother of all virtues". In matters pertaining to the
Church, to its clergy or its dictates Francis' obedience was
absolute. He did nothing without the Church's permission.
When it came to relationships within his own Order, although
he demanded obedience, we cannot believe that it was the
strict adherence to the historic interpretation of that virtue
which he required. This called for nothing short of a complet
surrender of one’s own will to the will of the superior.
That Francis would insist upon obedience to God's will both
for himself and his brothers goes without saying. But that
it could ever be his wish to stifle all independence of thought
all creative action, seems so contrary to the best we know
of him that it is almost unthinkable. What he loved for
himself,- spontaneous Joy and freedom, we cannot believe he
denied to others.
His use of these three monastic virtues indicates
something of the new spirit which he brought to them. It
was inevitable that doctrine which he handled should be re-
born, even as he had been.
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A further word is necessary. It must not be Im-
plied from what has been said that Francis expected eve ryone
to set before him these ideals. As always, the majority of
people would live the normal life of their day. He and his
followers were to be an example, "the leaven of the rest of
humanity", holding up with great energy those things which
were of highest worth. The life they had chosen permitted
no other course. For Francis, to preach meant to practice;
it was impossible to separate the two. Though long since
discarded by many of the clergy in his day, he held tena-
ciously to this ideal both for himself and his brothers.
"In consequence," writes Sabatier, "their life was literal-
ly the apostolic life, but the ideal which they nreached was
the evangelical life such as Jesus had preached it." 1
A wholesale condemnation of property and family
was farthest from Francis' thought. To attempt to justify
twentieth century slum conditions, for instance, on the
basis of Francis' ideal is worse than absurd. There is
no oossible relationshio between the two.
Nor is it fair to Francis to arrive, by way of
his ideal of chastity for apostles
.
to the conclusion that
to him union of the sexes was, under any circumstance, an
evil. Again Sabatier shows his keen Insight and sympathet-
ic understanding of what we like to think was the real Fran-
cis when he writes:
"These traces of an unnatural
asceticism come from the dualist ideas
of the Catharists, and not from the ln-
soired poet who sang nature and her fe-
cundity, who made nests for doves, in-
1 Paul Sabatier, Life of St. Francis of Assisi
.
p. 266
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viting them to multiply under the watch
of God " 1
D. FRANCIS’ OWN CONTRIBUTION TO HIS IDEAL
1. Blending of the Contemplative and
Active LI fe
As we follow in the footsteps of the Little Poor
Man, see him making his way up Mt. Subasio to a vine-clad
grotto where he can be alone with God, as we watch him re-
turn In the heat of the day, stop to talk to the birds and
gather some flowers to leave with a leper, help a little
child who has wandered off the beaten path to find her way
home, then Just outside the city gate, stop and preach to
a group of peasants from a neighboring village, -as we see
all this we realize something of the "spaciousness” of Fran-
cis' soul.
Not always is it given to those who are interested
in things of the spirit to concern themselves with the child-
ren of earth or their needs. True, Francis was desirous of
attaining personal holiness but it did not end there. It
made a difference to him whether Georgio's aged father or
Luigi’s young wife were "going on to perfection" too. That
was why Francis was living in the world and not separated
from it.
"'The lark' might soar into
azure auras where men commune with God
but Its nest was on the ground; its
feet must always be soiled with the
mud and dust of earth." 2
1 Paul Sabatier, Life of St. Francis of Assl si
.
p. 266
2 Earl Marlatt, Saint Francis
,
in Protestant Saints, p. 83
£
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There were times when Francis doubted the wisdom of
his course - times when it 3eemed that possibly he might be
of greater service to the world If he were to devote himself
entirely to prayer. Bonaventura presents Francis in one of
his chapters, weighing the relative merits of the two types
of life.
"What," saith he, "do ye counsel,
Brethren, what do ye commend? Shall I de-
vote myself unto prayer, or shall I go about
preaching? Of a truth, I that am little
and simple, and rude in speech have receiv-
ed more grace of prayer than of speaking.
Now in prayer, there seemeth to be the gain
and heaping up of graces, in preaching, a
certain giving out of the gifts received
from heaven; in prayer, again, a cleansing
of the lnaard feelings, and an union with
the one, true, and highest good, together
with a strengthening of virtue; in preach-
ing, the spiritual feet wax dusty, and many
things distract a man, and discipline is re-
laxed. Finally, in prayer, we speak with
G-od and hear Him, and live as it were the
life of Angels, while we converse with An-
gels; in preaching, we must needs practice
much condescension toward men and living
among them as fellow-men must think, see,
say, and hear such things as pertain unto
men. Yet one thing is there to set against
these, the which in God’s sight would seem
to weigh more than they all, to wit, that
the only-begotten Son of God, Who is the
highest wisdom, left His Father's bosom
for the salvation of souls, that, instruct-
ing the world by his ensample
,
He might
preach the word of salvation unto men,
whom He both redeemed at the cost of His
sacred Blood, and cleansed in a laver and
gave them to drink, keeping back naught of
Himself, but for our salvation freely be-
stowing all. And forasmuch as we ought
to do all things after the pattern of those
things that were shown us in Him as on the
lofty mount, it seemeth that it might be
more acceptable unto God that, laying
aside leisure, I should go forth unto
the work. " 1
1 Bonaventura, Life of St. Francis
.
in Little Flowers
,
Ch. 12
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To Francis perhaps more than to any other man be-
longs the credit of "giving a right-about-face to mysticism,"
of carrying over the contemplative into the active life.
This quality, in come ways the outstanding one which he
brought to his ideal, was fittingly described by Dr. Cell
when he put into the mouth of Francis these words, "I will
quit prayer or ecstacy at any time to help a brother in need."
2. Love for this World and all God 1 s Creatures
Another of Francis' distinctive characteristics was
his deep and abiding love of nature. We can appreciate the
iniqueness of this contribution only in the light of his own
day, in which little thought was given to the out-of-doors or
or to the beauty and worthwhileness of the life to be found
there. The Greeks had had an appreciation of such things.
Among the Jews it was wanting; not a trace of it could be found
in medieval Christianity, linking as it did this world and
all that was in it with evil. Against a background such as
this "Francesco looked at life and found it good because God
had made it." ^ And everything in it spoke to him of God.
Not until Wordsworth was there another to whom nature was so
truly the "veil of the living God" as it was to Francis.
"Indeed Francis' love for nature
is rare in the records of his age, and puts
him into companionship with that large mod-
ern company who see poems in the clouds and
hear symphonies in flowers. He loved the
trees, the stones, birds, and the plants of
1 Earl Marlatt, Saint Francis , in Protestant Saints, p. 76

the field. Above all things he loved
the sun, created to Illuminate our eyes
by day, and the fire which gives us
light in the night time, for 'God has
illuminated our eyes by these two, our
brothers. ... i
Walker says, "This appreciation of nature as God's
work, and therefore to be loved and desired, was one of the
most remarkable of Francis' characteristics, fanciful as was
often the form in which it expressed itself,"
2
It was not surprising that when men began to write
the story of Francis' life they should include in it many
wonderful tales showing his power over nature. Of these,
the taming of the wolf of Gubbio is probably the most fam-
iliar. Francis' love of nature, his ability to see its
part in the divine work of God, reaches its climax in his
glorious Canticle to the Sun.
3. Joy in Living
To Francis, Just to be alive was a joyous exper-
ience. This was characteristic of his youth and it car-
ried over, fortunately, into manhood. Father Cuthbert
says, "Religion did not raise a barrier between him and
the earth, but the earth itself was transformed in his
sight and gave him a new joy." 3 This was expressed in
many ways. There was a child-like joy in the common,
every-day happenings of life, in nature, and In human fel-
lowship. Beyond all these was the joy of communion with
1 David S. Schaff, History of the Christian Church
.
Volume V,
Part 1, p 402
2 Williston Walker, Great Men of the Christian Church
, p. 166
3 Father Cuthbert, Life of St. Francis of Assisi . p. 31
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Cxod, the realization of whose love was perhaps the source of
all his joy. It was this quality which more than any other
became the characteristic note of the Franciscan message; it
was the colorful setting on which the ideal was mounted. 1
The naturalness and spontaneity with which Francis
often gave expression to this emotion is delightfully told
in II Celano, 127.
"Sometimes he would behave thus:
the sweet melody of the spirit bubbling up
within him was wont to break forth into utter-
ance in French, and the vein of the divine
whisper which his ear perceived in secret
would burst out into a French song of joy.
Sometimes, as we have seen with our eyes, he
would pick up a stick from the ground, and,
putting it over his left arm, would draw
across it as if across a viol, a little bow
bent with a string; and, going through the
proper motions, he would sing in French
about the Lord."
Here we see Le Jongleur de Dieu in all his buoyancy
and charm. And we are glad for Francis and for all with whom
he companioned through life that the troubadors came into Italy.
Other qualities of mind and spirit Francis brought to
his ideal. Some of these have already been mentioned or implied
in describing what has seemed to be his own outstanding contri-
bution, or his adaptation of the Ideals to which he fell heir.
In a longer study one might go on to further enumerations, treat-
ing individually and at length such attributes as peace, radiance,
brotherliness, piety - yes and many more. Yet enough has been
said to suggest the part which Francis" own spirit played in
the shaping of his ideal. And after all, as we look at the
1 Hilarln Felder, The Ideals of St. Francis of A ssl si
.
p.227
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Chrlst-like simplicity of the Little Poor Man himself we rea-
lize that his total contribution to his ideal is perhaps best
summed up in the one word, love* Dante, coming a century
later, implied this when he described Francis as an Ardor, ln-
1
flaming the world with love.
E. SOME CHANGES WHICH THE FRANCISCAN IDEAL BROUGHT ABOUT
The words, by their fruits ye shall know them, were
sooken long ago. Ever since, we have looked to results as
one of the ways of determining values. As far as we have
seen, the Franciscan ideal was productive of great good in
the lives of Francis and his immediate associates. How did
it fare when it journeyed abroad? The answer may be found
in a study of some of the changes which came about in the lives
of those whom it touched.
1. Mendicant Friars in place of Secluded Monks
We have seen in our glimpse of the first twelve cen-
turies of monastic life that among the cenobites as well as
the eremites a life of seclusion, of contemplation, was the
usual course. In many instances a}l contact with the out-
side world was prohibited. This changed somewhat with the
introduction of the Benedictine Rule. Later on, in certain
convents some monks were ordained priests; some were in charge
of oarlshes. But their numbers were relatively small com-
pared to the great army of brothers who remained, year in and
1 David S. Schaff
,
Hi story of the Christian Church
.
Volume V,
Part 1, p. 380
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year out, within monastic walls. By the twelfth century, due
to the desperate need of the times, there was evident in some
of the new Orders a tendency to do away with strict monastic
existence, to allow the monk to work among the people, to
preach to them and to minister to the poor. 1 Among the Wald-
enses and other reforming sects this practice was introduced.
Nevertheless it remained for Francis and his contem-
porary, Dominic, to bring about the tremendous change that was
needed if monasticism was to survive. With them is a com-
plete renunciation of the past. "Religion comes out of the
cloister into the market place," and the mendicant friar takes
the place of the secluded monk.
The great monastic houses of the Middle Ages to
which reference was made in the previous chapter, were locat-
ed almost exclusively "in lonely regions, places difficult of
access, in valley or on mountain or on swamp." 2 strik-
lng contrast Francis and his followers made their way to the
centres of population, and when it became necessary to seek
shelter overnight invariably they would content themselves
only with the poorest quarters.
This whole question of where the brethren should
live, the type of service to which they should devote them-
selves was settled early in the history of the Order. In
I Celano, 35, we read, "They discussed together whether they
ought to live among men or betake themselves to solitary
1 David S. Schaff, History of the Christian Church
.
VolumeV,
Part 1, pp. 358-369
2 Ibid, p. 320
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placss." It was on their return from Rome, when Francis and
the eleven brothers sought shelter in the Etruscan tombs near
Orte that this discussion took place. In their decieion is
reflected the position which Francis had already reached, the
ideal which he had set up after facing this same problem for
his own life. It would have been far easier for him to have
followed the example of hundreds of others in his day, to have
entered a monastery and sought peace and comfort for his own
soul. But once he had caught the spirit of the Master such a
course was utterly impossible.
Now the group considers the same question and as they
look at the life of him whom they have chosen to imitate they
find there "no abstinence from action." True, Jesus sought
solitude and frequently went apart from his disciples to pray,
but he always returned to the multitudes who needed him. As
they faced this problem together Francis and his brothers could
see in strict seclusion "only a disguised selfishness." If
imitating Christ meant anything at all it meant serving one's
fellowmen.
a. Religion becomes Laic
To the degree then that religion freed itself from
the monastery, came out into the open air and made its way
into the lives of men, to that degree did it become whole-
hearted and vital. In doing this it had to become laic in
character, which in turn meant discarding some of the forms
and trappings of an Institutionalized faith. Religion now
found expression in colloquial speech, in scraps of an impro-
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vised French song, accompanied by a mock violin, the chorus
of which was the chirping of birds and the laughter of little
children. The Franciscan gospel was preached in the idiom
of the people; in language which even the poorest could under-
stand Francis sang his praise of all created things.
1
In the Three Companions, 33, we find the following:
"The man of God did not properly preach to the people, but
when passing through towns and castles simply exhorted them to
love God and fear Him and to do penance for their sins." In
the same way Francis encouraged his brothers to copy Jesus'
method of gathering groups of people about them in the street
or in the fields, that they might preach peace, charity and
p
Christian happiness. In order to appreciate how great an
innovation in practice this was we must realize that religion,
in Francis’ day was entirely a thing of the clergy who claimed
to be the medium of communication between man and God.
"The mass of men and women made
up the laity of the Catholic Church, but
they bothered themselves very little about
religion except by attending Church and
sharing In the Mass, and In time of need
saying a prayer that they had learned to
the saints or the Virgin Mary." 3
As for the sermons of the day, Sabatier’s description
suffices: " declamatory, scholastic, subtile, they de-
lighted in the minutiae of exegesis or dogma, serving up re-
fined dissertations on the most obscure texts of the Old Test-
.. 4
ament It was a far cry, therefore, from the formal
1 James 0. Dobson, Saint Francl s The Little Poor Man of Assisi,
pp. 142-143
2 Leo L. Dubois, Saint Francis of Assl si Social Reformer
.
p49
3 Henry Kalloch Rowe, Modern Pathfinders of Christianity
.
p. 20
4 Paul Sabatier, Life of St. Franc l s of Assl si ~ p , ll6
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and often meaningless practice of the age to these simple,
heartfelt appeals for Christ-llke living. Here at last was
spiritual food for the hungry. Harnack suggests the great
significance of the change when he says that "Francis restor-
ed the Gospel to the common people who had hitherto possessed
only the priest and the sacrament."
1
b. Sick and Needy Cared For
Closely allied to the ministry of preaching was
the care of the sick and the unfortunate. The Franciscan
Order was notorious as a dispenser of help to those in need.
Again, this is directly traceable to Francis himself who
"possessed a quality, rare in those days, of a soul in love
p
with the lowliest of God's creatures." As a youth, beg-
gars had fascinated him and with the years his interest in
them grew. Cuthbert accounts for this by saying that "he
saw the resplendent figure of the Lord Christ reflected in
all; the beggar and the leper were touched with His Majesty,
and the earth they dwelt on acquired a new sanctity because
this glory of the Christ was upon them." 3
One has but to picture the life of the masses in
Italy in Francis’ day to appreciate how impossible it would
be for a man of his temperamnet to "pass by on the other
side.
"
"The squalid lanes and huts of
the rural peasants, the offensive streets
1 Adolf Harnack, Monastlcl sm
. p. 95
2 Hanry Kalloch Rowe, Modern Pathfinders of Christianity
, p. 19
3 Father Cuthbert, Life of St . Francis of Assisi , p. 31
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and wards of the growing cities, the re-
fuse hears outside the walls and the hov-
els where the leoers congregated - all
these sent out their voiceless cry of
spiritual hunger and physical wretched-
ness.” 1
Sensitive and sympathetic by nature, possessing that
power of imagination which makes it possible to feel, even
more keenly than one's own needs, the needs of others, Fran-
cis combined with his spiritual message the practical ministry
to the wants of the flesh. As has been said before he was
not content to talk about love without demonstrating in his
own life, and in the lives of those about him just what he
meant by this ideal.
Christian helpfulness and service, therefore, went
hand in hand with example and preaching as the Friars Minor
made their way through town and city. Schaff and other writ-
ers refer to them as the home missionaries of their day and
2
suggest also their likeness to the Salvation Army of our time.
While the monastery of the Middle Ages had not been altogether
indifferent to the needs of the masses ( Cluny, for instance,
is reported as caring at one time for 17,000 poor ) , neverthe-
less its tendency was to center attention upon itself rather
-5
than to seek the regeneration of those outside its walls.
It remained for the Franciscans to become the pioneer social
reformers of their day. Jesus' command to heal the sick and
cleanse the lepers they obeyed literally; with them Christian
philanthropy became a fact.
1 Henry Kalloch Rowe, Modern Pathfinders of Christianity , p. 23
2 David S. Schaff, History of the Christian Church, Volume V,
Part 1, p. 379
~~ ~
3 Ibid, p. .322
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We must not assume from this, however, that the
brothers, altruistic as their motives were, were everywhere
received with understanding and cordiality. In many places
quite the contrary was true.
•'The simplicity, poverty, child-
ish Joy and enthusiasm of Francis and his
followers were interpreted differently by
those who saw and heard them; some thought
they were drunk or insane ....'*1
Others, realizing that outward appearance and man-
ner were but incidentals, sensed at once the deep sincerity
of the brothers and were instinctively drawn to them be-
cause of the high ideals which they both preached and prac-
ticed.
2. Monastic Life for Poor as well as Rich
The second great social change for which the Fran-
ciscan ideal was responsible was a letting-down of the bars
so that all who cared to, poor as well as rich, might take
upon themselves religious vows. Yet the Franciscans were
recruited almost entirely from the ranks of the lowly; they
were proud to call themselves "humble brethren." Few had
an education, which fact, according to Francis' standards,
made them all the more desirable as members of the Order.
Harnack says of this change:
"Western monasticism, down to
the end of the twelfth century, had been
essentially an aristocratic institution;
the privileges of the monasteries were in
most cases conditioned by the descent of
their inmates. The monastic schools were
as a rule open only to the nobility. To
1 Leo L. Dubois, Saint Francis of Assisi Soci al Ke former, p. 42
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the coarse and common people the monastery
remained as Inaccessible as the castle.
There were no popular Orders and few pop-
ular monks. St. Francis did not break
down the walls of the noble monasteries
but raised alongside them huts for poor
and rich." 1
3. Extension of the Ideal through the Thl rd Order
In the two changes thus far mentioned the dominant
note has been making the religious life accessible to the
common people. As we approach the third we find that it,
too, is but a further manifestation of the same ideal.
Protestant biographers for the most part agree that when
Francis began his ministry he had no intention of establish-
ing any new Order. If this be true, how surprised he would
have been, had some one told him that the day was not far
distant when he would have no less than three to his credit!
The first two had come about naturally. Bernard,
a wealthy man of Assisi and earliest of the Friars Minor,
and Clara Scifi, founder of the Poor Clares, had both been
drawn to this new way of life by the sheer power and loveli-
ness of Francis example. The highest and best in them re-
sponded at once to what they saw in him, and they could not
be content until they were fashioning their lives according
to the ideal which had so transformed his.
In the same quiet way the Third Order or Tertlaries
was established. This was a lay association which gave to
married persons and others who were obliged to remain in their
vocations "the opportunity of realizing some of that higher
1 Adolf Harnack, Monasticlsm
. pp. 94-95
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merit belonging heretofore only to the monastic profession." 1
True it is that a few convents had before this time initiated
laymen, and among the reforming sects, particularly the Wal-
denses and the Humillati, there were groups of people living
according to semi-conventual rules. With the introduction
of the Third Order the custom was widely extended, as the
following contemporary letter indicates:
"The Brothers Minor and the
preaching briars have created confrater-
nities, to which all, men and women, rush,
so that there can hardly be found a per-
son who does not belong to one or the
other.
"
2
The aim of this group was religious, yet more pos-
sible of attainment by the multitude than was that of the
other two Orders. Nor did it require so active a part in
the reform of the world. Like charity, its members were to
begin at home and reform first themselves and then, by their
example, all those with whom they came in contact. In addi-
tion there was a strong social emphasis in their constitution;
they were "to foster the Christian spirit of Justice to all,
of charity of the rich for the poor, and of patience and con-
tentment in the poor themselves. "3
"The brethren were forbidden to
carry offensive weapons, and to take solemn
oaths; they were to contribute a monthly
due to a common fund, and finally, to make
their wills within three months after ad-
mission into the order.
"These four articles considered
in their relation to the needs and evils
of the time, contained in germ a whole
social reform."^
1 David S. Schaff, History of the Christian Church , volume v,
Part I, p. 383
2 Leo L. Dubois, Saint Francis of Assisi Social Reformer , p. 58
3 Ibid., p. 57
4 Ibid.
, p. 52
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A serf in that day was obliged to take an oath of
allegiance to his lord and the latter often abused his rights
by forcing subjects to take part in petty warfare with his
neighbors. Articles 1 and 2 helped to break down this cus-
tom. When serfs died intestate their goods were often seiz-
ed by their lord - hence the requirement that wills be made.
The monthly fee was somewhat analogous to payment on an insur-
ance policy, guaranteeing as it did, care in case of sickness
and death. It provided also a fund by which serfs might re-
deem themselves from heavy service or even buy their freedom.
Thus the Franciscan ideal played its part in events
which had great social and political significance. That the
feudal system, particularly in Italy, disappeared, is due in
no small measure to the ideals which emanated from the Saint
of Assisi. If Thomas of celano could say in the first years
of Francis’ work that the appearance of the country had been
changed under his influence and his ideal, one wonders just
how he would have described the results later on! Sabatier
says that this fraternity brought to Europe a new truce of
God. Nor is it without significance that in his encyclical
issued on the 700th anniversary of Francis’ death, Pope Leo
XIII declared that "the institution of the Franciscan Tertlar-
ies was alone fitted to save humanity from the social and pol-
itical dangers which threatened it."
4. Monastlclsm the Strong Ally of Church and Papacy
The fourth change takes us into the realm of the
relationships which existed between the Franciscan Order and
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the Church and papacy. In our review of monastlclsm we found
that In the West the Orders had for the most part been allies
of the Church. Their codes were authorized and confirmed by
the pope and made immediately or more loosely subject to his
sovereign Jurisdiction. 1 The Franciscans and Dominicans,
however, were the "first monastic bodies to vow allegiance
directly to the pope. No bishop, abbot, or general chapter
intervened between him and them. The two Orders became his
bodyguard and proved themselves to be the bulwark of the pa-
pacy."
2
Harnack says of Francis that he was the most sub-
missive son of the Church and of the pope in history. ^
This is all the more significant in view of the fact that
Francis’ original idea, according to Harnack, was "not to
found a new order of monks but to revolutionize the world -
to make it a fair garden, colonised by men who follow Christ,
i< 4in whose hearts is God. Other Protestant writers agree
with him. Sabatier goes so far as to say that the Francis*
can movement was in the beginning anti-monastic, or "if not
the protest of the Christian consciousness against monachism,
at least the recognition of an ideal singularly higher than
that of the clergy of that time." 5 Francis' refusal to be
ordained priest may be cited as an indication that he sensed
the superiority of the spiritual priesthood.
1 David S. Schaff, History of the ohrl stlan Church . Volume v
,
Part 1, p. 327
2 Ibid, p. 385
3 Adolf Harnack, Monast lclsm , p. 95
4 Ibid, p. 95-96
5 Paul Sabatier, Saint Francis of Assisi . Introduction, p.xvlii
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As It developed the movement was, on the one hand,
a carrying forward of that monastic revival with its passion-
ate and lofty zeal for the Church which began with the found-
ing of Cluny in 910; on the other, it was an attempt to free
religion from the restrictions of a church-bound faith. “With-
in it," writes Dobson, “was the possibility of a religious re-
volution. But Francis was not the type of whom schismatics
are made and his Order remained in ecclesia. The Church ab-
sorbed the movement within itself, the Order tended to lose its
laic character, and men did not realize how easily it might
have become heretical." ^
There Isa story which claims that Pope Innocent III
in a dream saw the walls of the Church of St. John Lateran
falling. Suddenly a man, small in stature and with no marks
of distinction, appeared, put his shoulders to the walls, and
as he grew tall the structure steadied and was restored whole.
That the pope recognized Francis as this man and therefore gave
approval to his Order, some believe. Whether we accept the
dream or not, we must accept the fact that Francis literally
did that very thing. He became, through the dissemination of
his ideal, the restorer of the spiritual life of the Church;
it was he who saved her from ruin.
That even during his lifetime his followers and the
Church which he had served began to compomise with his ideal
was not Francis' fault. As for him, he had “delivered his
message, and fulfilled hiB mission to his age, and to the times
that were to come."
1 James 0. Dobson, St. Francl
s
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CONCLUSION
At the close of Chapter I, following a consideration
of the monastic life at the beginning of the thirteenth cen-
tury, the statement was made that in spite of the disorder and
corruption within the movement itself, the day of monastlclsm
was not yet done, that a prophet was soon to appear who would
give to the monastic ideal new meaning and purpose.
As we followed Francis through his carefree youth
into the years of spiritual struggle, saw him emerge and take
up his work with humility yet with that sense of inevitable-
ness which so often marks a great man, we realized that here
was one who, in spite of the new and untried methods he was
using, was equal to the task he had taken upon himself. His
very simplicity was an asset. Had he been more learned “he
would have seen the wjlole extent of the sore of the Church and
would have despaired of healing it. If he had known ecclesi-
astical discipline he would have felt obliged to observe it." 1
As it was, he was free to build up his own ideal
and to plan how it should function. Into it he put much that
the Church and the monastic life of the ages had bequeathed t4
him. Into it too, he put all the charm, all the freshness,
all the warmth and love of his own personality. No sooner
was his ideal clear in mind than he began to live it. Like-
wise those who Joined him. And soon the meaning of Jesus'
parable of the leaven was made clear to the people of Assisi
1 Paul Sabatier, St. Francl s of Assl si
.
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because it was being enacted daily before their eyes.
It was Augustine who once said that the sum of our
religion is to imitate him whom we worship. That, in brief,
was the heart of the Franciscan ideal Just as it was the mot-
ivating power of Francis' whole life. By means of it he put
a new spirit into the monastic virtues, hence into monasticism,
into the Church and into all the pulsing, throbbing, changing
life of his age. And life to-day is richer because of him.
For the sake of our moral and spiritual health it Is good that
we have here and there along the way great souls who dare to
live and suffer and die, that the ideal which has taken pos-
session of them may become for others a living reality.
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